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FOREWORD
I am delighted to present this study on the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes Trade Corridor. The study was
commissioned by the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes Trade Corridor Leadership Council, which I chair, that
was set up in response to a request by the Québec Marine Industry Forum regrouping the Government of
Quebec and the marine industry. The objective was for the private sector to contribute to the development
of the Trade Corridor in the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes system.
The study, which is the result of consultations with transportation industry representatives, sets out the
main priorities to make the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes transportation system a real trade corridor that will
meet the needs of our economy for the next 15 to 20 years.
At a time when governments are working to set up the Ontario-Quebec Continental Gateway and Trade
Corridor initiative, this report is an effort by the private sector to share the expertise of the main users of
the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes transportation system.
The study was also an opportunity to set up a unique forum grouping together nearly 75 people from over
50 companies in the cargo shipping sector (maritime, road, rail, and intermodal), as well as a number of
shippers. Within the four cargo groups (bulk, liquid bulk, container, and general), participants collaborated
with consultants from IBI Group by sharing their expertise during consultations. They helped identify the
main trends in international cargo transportation, the current bottlenecks and those projected over the next
15 to 20 years, as well as possible solutions. The Trade Corridor Leadership Council then used these
solutions to come up with a series of recommendations presented here.
This report deals with infrastructure as well as non-infrastructure aspects, and is designed as a guide to
help target further, more detailed research in order to implement concrete actions to develop the trade
corridor. The points raised in the report are not intended as an exhaustive list, but they undeniably include
issues that are key to the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes Trade Corridor, as defined by the system’s main
users.
The study would not have been possible without the generous contribution of our main financial partner,
Canada Economic Development. I would also like to thank the Ministère des Transports du Québec, which
also contributed to the project. It would be impossible to list here all the industry representatives who
contributed to this project, but I would especially like to acknowledge the participation of the four chairs of
the cargo groups, namely Mark Pathy (Fednav), Marc Dulude (IMTT-Quebec), David Cardin (Maersk), and
Rodney Corrigan (Novosteel), who are also members of the Oversight Committee. I would also like to
thank the other members of the Oversight Committee: Christian Codère (Canada Economic
Development), André Meloche (Transports Québec), James Perttula (Ontario Ministry of Transportation),
and Marc Fortin (Transport Canada). My thanks also to Marc Gagnon and Sodes for their unfailing support
in carrying out this project.
I am convinced this study will help underscore the private sector’s interest in actively cooperating with the
public sector to develop this transportation system that is so essential to our economy and prosperity.
Cooperation and joint action are undeniably key to helping us prepare to tackle the transportation and
economic competitiveness challenges of the future.

Madeleine Paquin
President, Logistec
and
Chair, St. Lawrence and Great Lakes
Trade Corridor Leadership Council
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The economic success of the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes Trade Corridor depends on the quality of
its marine infrastructure and the intermodal connections to the region’s roads, railways and airports.
Historically, the system has worked well for transporting a range of raw materials and commercial
products. However, changes in global goods trading are occurring at a rapid pace and all Corridor
stakeholders are facing new challenges calling for concerted action.
This project is a diagnosis of the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes region transportation system, as well
as an analysis of future development needs of the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes Trade Corridor. The
scope extends beyond data and policy analysis and includes a significant degree of client
consultation and coordination with working groups. The objectives of the project include:
•

Strategically positioning the Corridor on the continental and global markets to meet demand
in the next 10 to 20 years;

•

Increasing the competitiveness of the transportation network in a sustainable manner by
maintaining efficient infrastructure and services within an disciplined regulatory environment;

•

Maximizing the Corridor’s physical and human resource potential;

•

Increasing the prosperity and quality of life of inhabitants of the region by maintaining a safe
and reliable transportation network that respects the environment.

This report is based on the discussions of four private sector Working Groups: Containers, Liquid
Bulk, Dry Bulk and General Cargo. Membership was drawn from all modes of transportation and
each Working Group held two meetings to discuss the trends, issues, barriers and solutions to the
challenges in their respective areas. Their proposed solutions were reviewed and commented on by
the Study Oversight Group, representing the Working Groups as well as the Government funding
agencies.
The report was then presented to the Leadership Council which defined a set of recommendations
based on the solutions proposed by the Working Groups. These recommendations are presented
as an input of the private sector to the Ontario-Quebec Continental Gateway’s research and
consultation process.
Exhibit ES-1 shows the relationships of the key participants in the study.
The Working Groups began with a consideration of the major issues currently facing the Corridor,
including:
•

Competition from alternate routes (Gulf of Mexico, Mississippi, U.S. East Coast, West
Coast);

•

Shifting global trading and production patterns, and increasing market consolidation;

•

Increasing vessel capacity;

•

Government regulatory and funding structures, and

•

Transportation industry public image.
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Exhibit ES.1:

Project Organizational Chart
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The Working Groups then focused their attention on broad issues that they believe need to be
addressed to support the strategic positioning of the Corridor:
•

Corridor capacity – marine, rail, road, and intermodal connections;

•

River navigation – Seaway season, channel and dock dredging, water levels, and channel
width restrictions;

•

Vessel costs – foreign built ship charge, pilotage, navigation fees, port security fees and ice
breaking;

•

Project development/approval processes – Municipal, Provincial and Federal regulations,
and port access to funding;

•

Labour – staff recruitment, training and retention;

•

Public/government perception of the transportation industry – role of the marine industry and
transportation vision/plan integration.

The projects and ideas discussed under each issue were then further categorized as physical
infrastructure, operations and regulatory/policy. While the infrastructure projects tend to require
higher levels of financial investment, the operational programs and regulatory/policy issues are no
less important because they support the efficient functioning of the infrastructure.
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Looking to the successful future of the Corridor, the Working Groups further identified current and
potential bottlenecks that need to be addressed. These include:
•

Water Depth - Increased water depth is needed in channels and ports throughout the
System. For example, water depth restrictions in the north passage and up to Montreal
restrict the types of vessels and the amount of cargo that can be carried.

•

Channel Utilization – There is a need to improve the management of navigation in the
channel between Quebec City and Montreal in order to increase utilization of the existing
channel capacity. Currently there is a study nearing completion that will have
recommendations to address this issue, and industry is supportive of the concept that
efficiency can be improved without any compromise to safety.

•

Deep Water Berths - Berths in the Port of Quebec for large bulk and liquid bulk vessels
restrict the potential to take full advantage of the channel characteristics up to Quebec and
beyond. This problem is also present in Sept-Îles as it relates to iron ore exports.

•

Port Lands – All Working Groups experience capacity limitations at some ports and this
impedes response to rapid changes in market conditions. For example, it was mentioned
that there are already capacity shortages and lack of flexibility for bulk and liquid bulk, and
the container market will soon exceed existing capacity without new additions. Further
development of port operations often face multiple regulatory and land use challenges.

•

Seaway Limitations -The Working Groups would like to encourage any initiatives that would
extend the operating season as close as possible to a year-round basis. There are also
issues associated with water depth. Some of these are due to climate cycles, but others are
subject to regulatory practices such as the International Joint Commission control of water
levels.

•

Hinterland Connections - In a number of different ways, passing through the Greater
Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA) represents bottlenecks for water, rail and highway
modes simply because of the intensity of development and overall congestion through this
area. Highway congestion, delays at railway level crossings and interactions with commuter
railway passenger trains in Montreal and Toronto are all associated with bottlenecks,
particularly for container traffic. Road access to the Port of Montreal is also congested and
will become worse with increasing traffic.

•

Detroit-Windsor Rail Crossing - The railway crossing between Windsor and Detroit is
another bottleneck that is particularly significant for the Container Working Group; the
dimensions of the existing railway tunnels cannot be expanded to accept full double stack
container trains.

•

IJC Plan 2007 - Water depth management could become an increasingly important problem
area depending upon the outcome of current proposed changes to the International Joint
Commission (Plan 2007) and the powers that it would confer to reduce the stability of water
levels as far downstream as Trois-Rivières.

As would be expected, the solutions are as multi-faceted as the issues and problems themselves.
Each solution presents opportunities and challenges which will require further study and
negotiation. It is important to note that the members of the Working Groups see these projects and
initiatives as both private and public investments working together.
From a broad perspective, there are no ready-made solutions to apply. Best practices in this area
appear to be through organizations such as Gateway Councils that bring together decision-makers
from private and public sector stakeholders. Through interacting with each other in Gateway
Councils, projects are agreed to and risks are shared to achieve common goals. The collaboration
experienced in the Working Groups during this study is an indication that this type of initiative is
timely for the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes, and it would likely sustain and build upon the goodwill
that has been developed in recent months through the study.
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At a more detailed solution level, the main ideas put forward by the Working Group members for
infrastructure are in terms of marine channel improvements, port facilities and intermodal
connections. All bottlenecks described above incorporate infrastructure solutions to a greater or
lesser extent. Even the projected bottleneck associated with IJC management of water levels could
have significant implications on dredging requirements in order to maintain channel integrity.
There are also a number of non-infrastructure initiatives to mitigate bottlenecks while not
necessarily involving new infrastructure spending directly. These include:
•

Operational improvements: software and systems that can serve to integrate information
processes from door-to-door for both customers and operators.

•

Labour supply and skills development: programs and policies to support the seasonality of
work and other challenges for workers in the transportation industry.

•

Regulations and border-related services: the principal areas to achieve harmony are
between federal, provincial and Canada/U.S. regulations and cost-recovery processes.

These non-infrastructure issues beg the question of a compatible policy framework that extends
from municipal zoning restrictions through to international trade documentation requirements at
border crossings. Other areas that could be addressed in these policy frameworks are the common
approach to promoting sustainable transportation across the provinces and between Canada and
the U.S. For example, incentives to reduce energy consumption and emissions in one area should
be complemented by policies in another area, and policies that work at cross-purposes should be
reviewed and reconciled as much as possible. Policy review and analysis is a complicated
undertaking because of the often unintended yet interrelated consequences.
Through the consultation process with the Working Groups, members presented a full range of
ideas from general comments on broad issues to project specific proposals with estimates for public
and private sector funding. As this report moves from the Working Groups to the Oversight
Committee and Leadership Council, it is not intended that these final recommendations would
attempt to lobby for specific project investment or policy alternatives. Rather, the intention is to
provide a united voice from the private sector users of the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes Trade Corridor
which can inform and support the recommendations of the Leadership Council to the Continental
Gateway Initiative.
At the end of the day, strategic consensus was achieved on a number of important issues. Exhibit
ES.2 is a tabular summary of the recommended solutions approved by the Leadership Council.

Exhibit ES.2:
SOLUTION

Solutions Summary Table
NOTES

BOTTLENECK

Concentrate on Port of
Montreal as the hub for
international container traffic

Need to address capacity
issues, hinterland connections,
security costs and
environmental mitigation

Deep Water Berths, Port
Lands

Improve intermodal
connection to the U.S.
Midwest by developing the
Detroit River Tunnel

Proposed $80 million public
sector contribution

Detroit-Windsor Rail Crossing
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SOLUTION
Construct rail grade
separations at various
points in the QuebecSarnia-Windsor corridor

Maximize road connections
to mitigate
congestion/delays in major
urban centers (especially
Great Toronto and
Montreal)

NOTES
To be prioritized on safety and
efficiency
Rail/road grade separation
projects presented
by CN: 9 locations for $129M
by CP: 12 locations for $150M
(details in appendix 2)
Access to Port of Montreal and
container yards

BOTTLENECK
Hinterland Connections

Hinterland Connections

Others case by case

Build deep-berth terminal to
handle iron ore in Sept-Îles

May also include transhipment
capacity

Deep Water Berths

Improve and expand dry
bulk transhipment facilities
based at the Port of Quebec

$350 to $450 million project to
be shared public/private, and to
include both dry and liquid bulk
expansion

Deep Water Berths, Port
Lands

Attracting larger vessels to the
Trade Corridor will benefit both
Quebec (for transhipment cargo)
and ports upstream for cargo
to/from their immediate
hinterland.
Improve and expand liquid
bulk transhipment facilities
based at the Port of Quebec

Within the envelope above

Deep Water Berths, Port
Lands

Government and industry
should work together to
extend the effective
navigation season in the St.
Lawrence Seaway

Liquid and Dry Bulk and General
Cargo Groups would benefit,
depending upon duration and
weather risks.

Channel Utilization
(maintenance dredging),
Seaway Limitations

Improve navigation channel
utilization and port access
by dredging to improve load
carried by vessels

Quebec to Montreal, and the
North Traverse. Include access
to berths in St. Lawrence and
Great Lakes ports.

Water Depth (dredging),
Channel Utilization
(maintenance dredging),
Seaway Limitations, IJC Plan
2007

Improve port capacity and
access for general cargo in
niche ports along the
system

Individual ports need to be
reviewed e.g. Trois-Rivières
Port has submitted a proposal
for consideration - each project
to be evaluated depending on
and subject to its specific
business case

Port Lands, Deep Water
Berths
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SOLUTION

NOTES

Abolish 25% import duty on
foreign ships

BOTTLENECK
Administrative/Regulatory

Harmonize regulations and
border practices between
federal, state/provincial and
municipal levels in Canada
and the US

Documents, duties, taxes and
inspection requirements

Administrative/Regulatory

Initiate steps towards
consistent overarching
policies regarding trade
corridors and terminals,
particularly in urban areas
and at critical border
crossings

Land use and zoning,
environmental regulations,
taxation, safety and security

Administrative/Regulatory

Establish a public-private
initiative to address labour
shortage issues and to
develop programs to attract,
train and retain skilled
workers

Build on existing success in
certain marine occupations to
expand scope.

Administrative/Regulatory

Minimize fees to ensure
maximum competitiveness
of the system

Security charges, user fees,
pilotage

Administrative/Regulatory

The recommendations above result from an overall consensus including all four Working Groups
and the Leadership Council. Some of the recommendations are specific to only one or some
Working Groups, while others pertain to the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes Trade Corridor in
general. They cover a wide range of strategies and should be considered to drive subsequent
decision making to undertake specific initiatives and projects.
The governance structure of this study provided a forum for interaction, discussion and decision
making among industry participants. The collaborative approach for this study has shown to be an
effective way to bring a range of divergent voices and views to the table for a discussion of common
interests and goals. Recommended solutions are being put forward to government-industry
collaborative councils for advancement.
Collaborative development of a gateway plan for marine and surface transportation infrastructure is
one crucial area in which an overall single approach for initiating, approving and implementing
projects and new operations should be pursued.
Through the Leadership Council, industry representatives proposed the fifteen solution directions
given above, and offer them as suggestions to focus the planning and execution of new initiatives.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The economic success of the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes Trade Corridor depends on the quality of
its marine infrastructure and the intermodal connections to the region’s roads, railways and airports.
Historically, the system has worked well for transporting a range of raw materials and commercial
products. However, changes in global goods trading are occurring at a rapid pace and all
stakeholders of the Corridor are facing new challenges calling for concerted action.
This project is a diagnosis of the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes region transportation system, as well
as an analysis of future development needs of the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes Trade Corridor. The
scope extends beyond data and policy analysis and includes a significant degree of client
consultation and coordination with four working groups: containers, general cargo, dry bulk and
liquid bulk. The objectives of the project include:
•

Strategically positioning the Corridor on the continental and global markets to meet demand
in the next 10 to 20 years;

•

Increasing the competitiveness of the transportation network in a sustainable manner by
maintaining efficient infrastructure and services within an efficient regulatory environment;

•

Maximizing the Corridor’s physical and human resource potential;

•

Increasing the prosperity and quality of life of inhabitants of the region by maintaining a safe
and reliable transportation network that respects the environment.

The research and data analysis tasks in this project can be divided into two broad areas: analysis of
current situation and future challenges and opportunities. Description of the current situation
includes:
•

Analyzing:
o

The shipping demand for each of the four cargo sectors (container, dry bulk, liquid
bulk, general cargo) in the target region;

o

The capacity of the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes transportation system (maritime, rail
and road);

o

Competing routes;

o

The role of transportation services in the logistics chains served by the Gateway;
and

o

Bottlenecks in the system.

The future challenges and opportunities include:
•

The position of the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes Trade Corridor in the North American
context and vis-à-vis major world trading blocks and alternative trade routes;

•

Identification of cargo trends and growth prospects by cargo sector;

•

Identification of possible future opportunities and transportation bottlenecks and their nature
and causes: physical nature (infrastructure deficiencies); institutional nature (regulatory,
statutory); resources nature (labour shortage, funding);

•

Identification of future infrastructure and regulatory needs in the short, medium and long
terms; and

•

Possible solutions to identified problems.
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Ideally, projects should favour multiple users, benefit the industry as a whole, and not create
competitive disadvantages. The analysis of the possible solutions and recommendations was
undertaken in light of the project criteria outlined in the Corridor initiative:
•

Aligned with opportunities and challenges in global commerce;

•

Represents volumes and values of national significance;

•

Based on long-term needs and emerging trends;

•

Aligned with additional non-infrastructure measures (fiscal and policy related) to improve
competitiveness.

Solutions were also considered for how they may support new opportunities and projected demand
growth, and their response to identified bottlenecks. Any ideas brought forward to the Leadership
Council had been identified by and received support from the Working Groups.
Considerable work has been done analyzing the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes transportation network
and facts and arguments abound from a wide variety of interests and sources. The new opportunity
represented by this project is the bringing together of various stakeholders to reach consensus
based on critical review and candid exchanges.
It is important to note that most of the data presented in this study is based on information from
Statistics Canada. During the analysis and review, there were some inconsistencies noted between
Port data and Statistics Canada data. For consistency, Statistics Canada data has been used.
However, the reader should look to these numbers for general trends and not absolute numbers.
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2.

SITUATION ANALYSIS

The St. Lawrence–Great Lakes Trade Corridor is a vast geographic region with zones that have
shifting transportation roles and functions change from deep sea trade routes to inland waterways:
•

The Gulf of St. Lawrence up to les Escoumins has year-round open water navigation;

•

Les Escoumins to Montreal is also 12-month navigation, but in a supervised channel with
mandatory use of pilots;

•

The St. Lawrence Seaway, with a 9-month navigation season, commences at the
St. Lambert Lock at Montreal and connects with Lake Erie through a system of 15 locks;

•

The Great Lakes of Erie, Huron, Superior and Michigan, served by locks at Sault Ste. Marie
connecting Lake Superior to channels in the other Lakes.

In the analysis presented in this report, les Escoumins is included in the second group (Les
Escoumins to Montreal), and Montreal to the St. Lawrence excludes Lake Erie traffic.
The study area is well served by an extensive highway network augmented with some water
crossings. There is a ferry crossing at the Saguenay River, and connections between the
St. Lawrence North and South shores are made by additional ferry crossings.
The rail network provides access to the Saguenay region via Mauricie; the North Shore just east of
Quebec; and the South Shore. In some places only one rail carrier operates. There are rail car
ferries connecting Baie Comeau to the CN network on the South Shore, and land infrastructure was
built in Sept-Iles to also allow rail-ferry services to be developed to link to CN’s network. Pipelines
also move crude oil and petroleum chemical products to and from terminals in Montreal.
The transportation network is shown in Exhibit 2.1.
In many locations on the transportation network road and rail infrastructure are reported to be near
capacity. Capacity problems with highway and rail infrastructure are particularly acute within and at
the edges of major urban centres and approaching U.S. Border crossings.
Advocates from various sectors have proposed a wide range of policy options for governments to
implement. These include suggestions for legislation (e.g. to reduce emissions that cause climate
change, to enhance competition between modes), regulations (e.g. traffic management regimes,
enforcement), and fiscal measures (e.g. cost recovery from users, investment taxation incentives,
direct public investment).
Some ideas are offered as broad solutions and others are targeted to specific problem areas. The
challenge is predicting and then measuring the effects of any one policy decision. In Canada, the
federal and provincial governments are responsible for major decisions on transportation
infrastructure investment and operations. Municipal governments face more regulatory restrictions
but can have significant impacts on land use and local transportation routes. In general,
transportation modes compete against each other on a financial and service basis, and most
explicit subsidies for freight shipments have been eliminated.
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Exhibit 2.1:

St. Lawrence and Great Lakes Region Transportation Network

Source: IBI Group
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This project was conceived from a recognition that to move forward, freight transportation users and
service providers have to reach a common understanding and agreement on cooperative strategies,
concerted action plans and supporting investments. Initiative came from the marine transportation sector
serving international trade, but also includes rail and road (truck and intermodal) representatives.
The marine industry serving international trade through the St. Lawrence estuary and the Great Lakes
presents an effective basis for launching important projects aimed at sustaining the competitive position of
many Canadian industries. This study focuses on marine services for international trade using the Great
Lakes, the St. Lawrence Seaway and the river system to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The needs arising from
this sector are likely to overlap with needs arising from other domestic and transborder marine, rail and
road transportation activity. Since merchandise trade is an important driver of the Canadian economy, this
is considered to be a logically appropriate sector with which to initiate improvement and change.
The project organizational chart is shown in Exhibit 2.2.
Exhibit 2.2:

Project Organizational Chart

Continental Gateway

Québec Marine
Transportation Forum

National Marine and Industrial
Council (NMIC)

Leadership Council

Secretariat

Study
Oversight
Group

Consultants
Containers

Shippers

Liquid Bulk

Marine

Dry Bulk

Rail

General Cargo

Road

Source: SODES
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The Corridor Leadership Council is the driving force for the study, and the work is carried out through four
industry Working Groups, assisted and facilitated by IBI Group consultants.
The four Working Groups are:
•

Container Cargo

•

Dry Bulk Cargo

•

General Cargo (Break Bulk and Project Shipments)

•

Liquid Bulk

Each group is made up of about twenty representatives of companies active as carriers, shippers, terminal
operators, railways, truckers, and intermodal companies. The membership is active and composed of
direct stakeholders in the future of international maritime trade.

2.1 Global Perspective
Forecasting the future of international merchandise trade is becoming a major industry in itself. The
dramatic growth of imports from Asia, especially China, in 2005 and 2006 caught many experts off guard
and unprepared to deal with surges in demand. As we are now well into 2008, world trade continues to
grow, but the distribution of this growth is shifting from traditional patterns and areas. Imports to North
America are not growing as quickly as in the past, and it is a matter of speculation whether this decline is
due to the credit crunch, and so will correct itself eventually, or is a long term trend. In the meantime
exports have increased. The Asian market is growing in importance and this is a long-term trend that is
expected to continue.
The top five economies in the world during 2000 were the U.S., Japan, Germany, U.K. and France
respectively. By 2010, it is expected that France will no longer be part of this group, having been replaced
by China. China will eventually overtake Japan in the number two spot. And over the longer term, three of
the top five countries are likely to be China, India and Brazil, none of which is in that ranking today, and
Russia closely following. This does not mean that the European economies will decline; but their growth
will not keep pace.
Asia is a growing consumer of bulk commodities from both the East Coast, and the St. Lawrence-Great
Lakes Corridor. With the West Coast reaching capacity at many of its bulk terminals, particularly handling
coal, potash and sulphur, there is opportunity for bulk products to be transported through the St.
Lawrence-Great Lakes Corridor.
North America is a net importer of energy products, and it is important to think of this market for petroleum
products as a North American integrated market. There is considerable trade across the Canada-U.S.
border.
Canada is also a net importer of general cargo products, notably steel, although these imports can be
quite volatile year-to-year. Given the considerable consolidation which has taken place in the last years,
this volatility is expected to temper somewhat with each continent aiming for self-sufficiency. Moreover,
there is talk of building steel capacity in the southern Gulf area and, should that occur, it will likely fulfill a
large portion of the increase in demand in the coming years.
For all of these reasons, long-term prospects are for continuing growth at varying rates depending upon
the commodities. Typically, however, the growth rates are such that doubling of traffic will occur in
intervals of 15 to 20 years.
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There are, however, some major international trade policy issues hanging over the future projections that
could dramatically alter the volumes and the nature of trading relationships on a global level. Some of
these are likely to have direct implications for trade in the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes system.
For example, agriculture exports are still a significant component of bulk traffic in this study. World trade in
agriculture products is characterized by national protection and strong barriers to trade. This has been a
major trade inhibitor and is causing structural problems in the industry. It is argued by some as to be the
root of destitute poverty in some world regions where many of the poor can no longer afford food. This is
further exacerbated at the present time by developed countries establishing subsidies for ethanol
substitution of fossil fuels, which is taking grain out of production for export and is also having an impact
on raising prices for grain in markets across the world. While this may benefit Canada’s agriculture and
potash industries, world social disruption may render such market distortions unsustainable.
The automotive sector is a major driving force in the North American economy, and it is also an important
factor in movement of containerized cargo across the world. The industry is undergoing significant shifts in
demand. Consumer markets are growing in Asia, and demand for automobiles is also increasing with it.
The production process for the American market is depending more on outsourcing of materials and
labour. Changes in the way cars are made have also brought about a shift in the components. The
automotive industry is no longer the main driver for steel markets as it was in previous years. Industry
watchers expect that major restructuring will continue for a few more years and that this will result in a
decline in North American markets accompanied by growth in Asian markets.
The steel industry is another interesting subject area. North America is an importer of steel. Consolidation
is taking place among steel producers with large conglomerates taking over more and more capacity.
National self-sufficiency now appears to be another trend that is influencing the policies of countries like
Japan, China and Brazil. New factories entering production seem to be growing in capacity at the rate of
about 6% per annum for the foreseeable future. Copper, nickel and other commodities have similar strong
growth outlooks.
Trade in consumer goods also needs to be singled out when considering a global perspective. Global
trends indicate that substantial rates of growth will persist well into the future, but the world share is
shifting. Intra-Asian trade is now the largest trading block for containerized cargoes and showing double
digit annual growth. Supply chain management strategies are changing and this is also having an impact
on import and export balances. It is already being observed that export growth from the U.S. West Coast
to Asia is higher now than it has been historically. Increasing concern about climate change, greenhouse
gases and international institutions will also have an impact on the choices of materials going into goods
for consumers as well as the nature of buying patterns. All of these uncertainties make forecasting specific
movements of consumer goods difficult. But the general consensus is that import of consumer goods to
North America will continue, and that overall traffic will be sustained at a pace that doubles the volume
every 10 to 15 years.
The liquid bulk sector is dominated by crude petroleum, fuel and energy-related products. Despite the
concern mentioned above regarding greenhouse gases, it is generally predicted that consumption of
energy will continue to increase at least at a sustained rate of 1.5% to 2% per annum. Forecasts in this
sector on a world scale have been notoriously inaccurate of late. During the year 2007, projections of high
prices for oil were in the $70 to $80 per barrel range and now, in the middle of 2008, the going rates are
well in excess of $100 per barrel. Even at this rate, consumption has not abated to a significant extent.
This is one aspect of the forecasts that may continue to hold true.
The bottom line with respect to global trends is that one should expect growth to continue strong for the
foreseeable future. However, for specific projects it is wise to be cautious in accommodating growth to
ensure market flexibility on relatively short notice.
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2 . 1 . 1 VE S SEL C A PA C I T Y

Vessel capacity is reflected in global trends and cargo flows. Cargo moves where there is capacity and
ship owners are willing and able to move their ships to lanes with faster service and increased market
access. Exhibit 2.3 is an analysis of the cellular vessel capacity between European ports and Montreal,
Halifax, the U.S. East Coast and other ports. Each string1 that was analyzed falls into one of the four
categories so there is no double counting. Since Montreal is a complete load and discharge port, some
strings include only European ports and Montreal. If the string had Halifax and U.S. ports, it was put under
Halifax. If Norfolk or New York were in the string, the capacity went to the third category. The last category
has some U.S. East Coast ports (excluding those mentioned above) but also includes services to the Gulf,
South and Central America, the U.S. West Coast and Asia.
Exhibit 2.3 shows that there is significantly more capacity stopping in Norfolk/NY. Montreal’s
strength lies in its intermodal connections, but given the significant investments being made to the
rail and road connections for U.S. East Coast ports, the capacity on the East Coast could be
increased.

Exhibit 2.3:

Average Two-Way Vessel Capacity (TEUs)
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Source: Containerisation International July 2006; pp.38-41.

2.2 St. Lawrence and Great Lakes Region
The Great Lakes–St. Lawrence Seaway Study (GLSLS Study), published in fall 2007, provides an
excellent starting point for understanding trade in the region. It presents a good picture for bulk and liquid
bulk commodities transiting the system above Montreal, and explores the potential of general cargo and
containerized traffic on a theoretical basis.
1

A string is a series of ships calling a specific port rotation.
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The GLSLS Study was conducted jointly by Transport Canada, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the
U.S. Department of Transportation, the St. Lawrence Seaway Management Corporation, the St. Lawrence
Seaway Development Corporation, Environment Canada and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. It is thorough
and comprehensive in respect of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway system from Montreal to the
Lakehead. The scope of this study extends beyond that work to include the traffic that originates and
terminates below Montreal on the St. Lawrence River. That is, traffic that does not enter the Seaway
system.
The economic component of the GLSLS Study included a comprehensive analysis of the cargo mix and
development of future projections for the Seaway traffic. The purpose of the analysis, which is similar to
this study, was to determine the infrastructure required to support future economic activity. The study
examined grain, iron ore, coal, steel, stone and other commodities. These are all categorized within the
Dry Bulk Working Group for this report.
Grain traffic is one of the largest bulk commodities moving in the Seaway System. This traffic consists
mainly of Canadian grain exported to world markets. U.S. grain overwhelmingly is exported using the
Mississippi River system and the Gulf of Mexico. Over the years, the eastward waterborne transport of
grain has declined for various reasons, including shifts in markets from Western Europe and the former
Soviet Union to Asian markets more effectively served from the Pacific Coast. Also, technological and
legislative developments (e.g. removing subsidies and allowing market rates) have facilitated shifts of
grain traffic from a combined rail-water movement from the Prairies to Quebec and American markets to
an all rail domestic movement.
With all of these factors, the Great Lakes St. Lawrence Seaway Study expects that marine transportation
of grain should continue to predominate and grow modestly for the foreseeable future.
Inputs to the iron and steel industries consist mainly of iron ore, metallurgical coal and coke, and
limestone. Iron and steel products represent both inputs and outputs to the study area.
In terms of raw tonnage, the GLSLS Study notes that iron ore accounts for a larger proportion of
shipments than any other commodity. This is dominated by the U.S. domestic traffic coming from the
Missabe range destined to steel mills in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Ohio. It also includes transborder
traffic from the same origins to mills in Ontario. Furthermore, this system handles some of the iron ore
originating in the North Shore of the St. Lawrence River. About 11 million tonnes of production is sent
upstream through the Montreal–Lake Ontario section of the Seaway destined for Canadian and U.S. steel
mills. The GLSLS Study reference year was 2004. More recent information from 2006 and 2007 suggests
that the exports of iron ore from the Lower St. Lawrence to Asian markets and European markets are
growing at a much faster pace and major new mine projects are oriented to overseas markets.
The study forecasts indicate that iron ore traffic on the Seaway will grow from 9 million tonnes per year on
the Montreal–Lake Ontario section in 2005 to about 11.1 million tonnes in 2030 and
11.8 million tonnes by 2050.
Local markets are considered to be net importers of steel, and this situation will likely continue for the
foreseeable future. The ports in the Gulf of Mexico, such as New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Houston, are
becoming major centers for steel import. On the East Coast, Baltimore is an important location for steel
imports.
The future of the steel market will largely depend upon the likelihood and location of major new production
facilities in North America. At the moment, the southern U.S. is favoured for significant expansion. While
the study area is expected to be net importers of steel for the foreseeable future, the growth in marine
traffic is likely slower than overall market growth. As stated in the GLSLS Study, “ultimately, the volume of
steel industry inputs passing through the GLSLS depends on both the competitiveness of local producers
vis-à-vis international competitors, and the competitiveness of the GLSLS transportation system vis-à-vis
alternative modes and routes.”
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Coal traffic is significant on the Great Lakes. The lion’s share of this traffic is U.S. domestic traffic from
Duluth/Superior to power plants on the upper lakes. In all, 94% of 37.5 million tonnes of coal transported
in 2004 was for power generation, and only 6% was in the form of coke for the steel industry, according to
the findings of GLSLS Study. The amount of coal traffic transiting the Montreal–Lake Ontario section of
the Seaway is less than 1 million tonnes.
Traffic in stone presents about 10% of the tonnage on the Montreal–Lake Ontario section, and a smaller
amount both in absolute and relative terms on the Welland Canal. Some of this traffic is limestone for use
in a variety of industries, including steel and cement production. Generally, it consists of aggregates used
for construction. Limestone is also an agent used in reducing sulphur emissions from burning coal. Some
future demand for this commodity can be tied to growing demand for coal in the light of the tougher
emission standards for coal burning facilities. This traffic is projected to grow from a base of three million
tonnes on the Montreal–Lake Ontario section in 2005 to double that amount by 2030 and another 15%
again by 2050.

Exhibit 2.4:

Average Annual Tonnage Shipped 1995 – 2003
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Source: Great Lakes St. Lawrence Seaway Study

Other key commodities in the system are petroleum and petrochemicals, and salt and cement. Altogether,
they account for about 9 million tonnes on the Montreal–Lake Ontario section and
11.8 million tonnes on the Welland Canal in 2005. Almost all of the traffic in petroleum products in
Montreal and Lake Erie originates in Canada and moves to Canadian and American destinations.
Chemical products serve diverse markets in a broad range of industries and fluctuate significantly with
business cycles. Salt is mined in Goderich and Windsor, Ontario and shipped to domestic and U.S.
destinations. Cement is another important commodity that is primarily oriented to the domestic market
and, to some extent, to transborder market on the Lakes.
An overview of the historical traffic volume for each of these commodities representing the average annual
tonnage shipped from 1995 to 2003 on the St. Lawrence River, St. Lawrence Seaway and Great Lakes, is
shown in Exhibit 2.4.
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The relative proportion of most cargoes is expected to remain the same, with the exception of steel in the
Montreal–Lake Ontario section. The Great Lakes–St. Lawrence Study foresees an increase from 9.3% to
16% of total tonnage for steel. However, through the discussion in the Working Groups, this forecast may
be optimistic and the steel can either increase or decrease depending upon major corporate decisions that
are taken in the years ahead. The results of these forecasts for the most likely scenario are shown in
Exhibit 2.5.
It is important to note that the projections discussed above do not include the anticipated strong growth in
iron ore exports from the new North Shore mining projects.

Exhibit 2.5:
Millions

Forecast by Commodity for Montreal–Lake Ontario to 2050
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The remainder of this section provides a more detailed discussion of the implications from the above for
each of the Working Groups. The data is based on marine industry information compiled for 2005, the
latest year for which marine data is currently available, supplemented in places by information from
specific ports for 2006 and 2007.
As mentioned in the introductory sections, the system is divided into four segments based on locations
where the nature of operations can change significantly. Data is presented by these segments in Exhibit
2.6. The Exhibit shows the traffic handlings at ports within each of the zones indicated along the horizontal
axis and trading zone (i.e. Europe, North America or Rest of the World). Primary generators of traffic in
the Deep Sea–Les Escoumins segment are Sept-Iles and Port-Cartier for iron ore exports to Europe and
Asia, and imports of various commodities such as alumina, bauxite, and chemicals.
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Exhibit 2.6:

Port Handlings by System Segment (2005)
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The largest volumes of traffic occur between Les Escoumins and Montreal. This includes all of the
container traffic and a significant amount of liquid bulk. Dry bulk, such as grain products and general cargo
steel imports are also included. The traffic carried by water above Montreal in the St. Lawrence Seaway
and the Great Lakes is largely domestic and otherwise dominated by Canada-U.S. trade. Canadian
foreign trade and U.S. foreign trade, as shown in the Exhibit, are relatively minor in volume.
Another way of looking at traffic for 2005 is considering the trade areas by Working Group. This is shown
in Exhibit 2.7 for all ports in the study area. The dry bulk commodities dominate and are largely restricted
to North American trade in coal, iron ore and grain moving in domestic vessels being positioned for export
in the lower St. Lawrence. Iron ore exports from Sept-Iles and Port-Cartier are significant components of
traffic in Exhibit 2.7. Container traffic is highly focused on Europe. This is in effect a niche market for the
Port of Montreal and it will be discussed further in the text.
Liquid bulk consists largely of crude oil imports from Western Asia and Europe. The Port of Quebec is a
major focal point for the liquid bulk traffic shown here. General cargo is relatively small compared to the
other groupings and appears to be dispersed in terms of destinations and trading areas. This is, as
mentioned previously, mainly steel although exports of forest products are also included.
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Exhibit 2.7:

Port Handlings by Working Group (2005)
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Exhibit 2.7 is further elaborated in Exhibits 2.8 through 2.13 where each of these commodity groupings is
further broken down in terms of imports and exports.

2.3 Containerized Cargo
Containerized cargo from Port of Montreal data is shown in Exhibit 2.8.2 Traditionally, the imports had
outweighed the exports in terms of container volume and weight, but this Exhibit shows them more or less
in balance. The traffic is highly focused on Europe and the Mediterranean, representing a niche market
that Montreal has established and maintained for over 30 years. No other ports in the St. Lawrence–Great
Lakes handle significant quantities of containers. The long term outlook is for continuing growth and a
reasonable balance between imports and exports through Montreal.

2

All other examples are based on Statistics Canada information; however, the Port of Montreal data are more complete and reliable,
so they are used for Exhibit 2.8.
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Exhibit 2.8:

Port of Montreal Containers by Trade Zone (2007)
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The Port of Montreal has consistently grown its traffic despite many threats over the years. Some of the
shifts in trade volume that have occurred include:
•

From Europe to Asia;

•

From smaller vessels to bigger vessels;

•

Trends in supply chain management towards transhipment;

•

Change of the relative value of the Canadian dollar versus the U.S. dollar.

Despite all of these threats, Montreal has sustained its position as the lowest cost and most direct routing
between Europe and Quebec, Ontario and the U.S. Midwest. Previous studies have shown that the Port of
Montreal has built its advantage based on hinterland/intermodal rail and road services and costs.
Flexibility, reliability and speed are characteristics of the overall routing via Montreal which have proven
difficult to replicate along other routings for the Europe to/from North American heartland market. Carriers
calling Montreal are also extending their reach beyond the North Atlantic with hubs developed in the
Caribbean serving regions in South America and Africa, and hubs in the Mediterranean serving the
Eastern Mediterranean, Middle East and Asian countries such as India and China.
One key attribute in Montreal’s ability to sustain this competition is the service that is available connecting
the Port to the inland markets. Frequent reliable train services from two continental rail companies will
continue to be a key competitive factor for Montreal and the St. Lawrence River. Maintaining the intensity
and ensuring adequate capacity to handle increasing volumes should be the focus for future planning in
respect of this traffic segment. The projection is for consistent growth in the traditional market for the
foreseeable future. The Port of Montreal also projects new traffic growth based on recent successful
penetration of the Asian market and transhipped cargo through the Mediterranean and Caribbean. Over
the period 2001-2007, the Port’s overall container traffic registered a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 6.1%, and this trend continues in 2008. The Container Working Group foresees a long term
growth for this traffic in the range of 5%-7% annually.
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The biggest threat facing containerized traffic in the St. Lawrence is the aggressive on-dock and
intermodal development projects of the East Coast ports in the U.S. Dredging in the New York harbour
and at Norfolk to accommodate super post-panamax vessels is another factor that may or may not
represent a threat. Montreal has been a niche market and has continued to protect that niche despite
other similar developments over a considerable period of time.
Hampton Roads, including Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport News, Virginia, and the Port Authority of
New York/New Jersey (PANYNJ) are making large investments to improve marine-rail transfer facilities.
Both ports are adding terminal capacity and rail-on-docks services. Hampton Roads is also the main port
featured in a heartland rail strategy aimed at improving connections with Chicago via the Norfolk Southern
Railway through the State of Virginia. Now, and for the foreseeable future, Montreal should be able to
maintain service advantages based on continuous productivity improvements and additions to new
terminal handling capacities. However, the pressures for improvement will be unrelenting in the years
ahead. Market decisions will continue to be made by ship owners on the basis of total costs and service
features, and a significant milestone will occur when the Panama Canal expansion is completed (2015)
and 8,000 TEU containerships are able to make the transit.
Since the St. Lawrence is a competitive routing for traffic in the Mediterranean, there is a potential future
opportunity for Asian traffic that would be shipped via the Suez Canal direct and/or transloaded from
vessel to vessel in the Mediterranean. The debate continues whether this will become a dominant routing
for Asia to North America trade. At the present time there is significant but minor volume following these
routes, and almost entirely from the range of ports west of Singapore. Exhibit 2.9 shows the current and
predicted container flows between the Mediterranean and U.S. East Coast from 2006 to 2009. This
contrasts sharply with the flow between the Far East and Mediterranean, which is one of the fastest
growing routes. Carriers are shifting vessels from Mediterranean/U.S. East Coast routes to lanes serving
the Far East, South Asia, Middle East and the intra-Asia market.

Exhibit 2.9:
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The largest container hub in the Mediterranean is currently Algeciras, Spain which handled over 3.5 million
TEUs in 2007 (96% transhipment). Significant growth is occurring at the Suez Canal Container Terminal
(Port Said East) which open in 2004 and handled 1.6 million TEUs in 2006. The capacity will increase to 5.1
million TEUs/year in 2009
Source: Fossey, J. (2007) “Falling Catch.”. Containerisation International. December 2007.

If the Panama Canal development encounters problems or high costs, a long-term opportunity for
Montreal to service Mediterranean ports could evolve. The Panama Canal could also provide an
opportunity as carriers currently using hubs in the Caribbean augment transloading capability serving
Montreal.
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2.4 Dry Bulk
Dry bulk traffic (Exhibit 2.10) shows a slight imbalance in aggregate with approximately 50 million tonnes
of exports and 40 million tonnes of imports. Alumina and coke account for another five million tonnes of
imports not shown in Exhibit 2.10. Statistics Canada classifies these as basic chemicals which, in turn, are
categorized as liquid bulk. This is further explained in Section 2.6.
Presented by commodity and trading area, dry bulk is not necessarily to be regarded as balanced flows of
traffic. A significant portion of the total export traffic is iron ore from Sept-Iles and Port Cartier. Grain
exports from St. Lawrence ports are also a significant contributing factor. The rest is largely dominated by
Great Lakes flows between Canada and the U.S.
In the past, dry bulk and general cargo have been operated in a coordinated manner. Steel imports would
arrive in the holds of bulk vessels which would then return to deep sea trades with export cargoes from
ports in the Lakes. Import steel traffic by water has declined in recent years, which has in turn had an
impact on the competitiveness and positioning of grain exports from lakes ports directly.
Demand for steel products is anticipated to continue growing in the market for the foreseeable future. This
implies that iron ore and coal will continue to move to the production mills in the Great Lakes.
The future for dry bulk cargoes will also be driven by major mining or industrial complex-type capital
investments. Clearly, the North Shore ports see a strong future for exporting iron ore. The mines in
Quebec and Labrador have just announced over two billion dollars in major expansion programs to bring
an additional 25 to 30 million tonnes to international markets in the coming years. This will have a huge
impact on the traffic through the Lower St. Lawrence ports.
The transloading of metals and mineral concentrates in the Port of Quebec and, to a lesser extent in
Montreal and Valleyfield, to inland smelters for nickel, copper and zinc, etc. is also likely to continue. The
future prospects appear to be for moderate but steady growth for the foreseeable future, particularly in
Quebec where there is deep-water access and rail connectivity. This is also consistent with the outlook
projected in the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway Study.
There has also been growth in transhipment services from ship to ship. This trend should continue,
particularly with iron ore from the Great Lakes to Asia and coke inbound from China.
The dry bulk port system tends to serve customers connected (or at least captive) to specific ports. It does
not yet have the capacity for surges in transhipment activity for bulk cargoes. Even major ports for dry
bulk, such as Quebec, Sept-Iles, Trois-Rivières and Montreal would have to build new facilities or relocate
current space to accommodate spikes or growth. Furthermore, social pressures and increasingly complex
environmental standards impose additional constraints on land availability.
The Seaway itself is vital for the bulk trade. Opportunities and threats for this sector are directly linked to
the prospects for expansion, development or constrained growth of the St. Lawrence Seaway system.
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Exhibit 2.10:

Dry Bulk Imports and Exports (2005)
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2.5 General Cargo
As discussed previously, the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes system is similar to other markets in that the
general cargo sector is largely driven by steel imports and project cargoes. Forest products had been an
important element in eastern Canada in the past, but prospects for that continuing are not encouraging at
this time. One possible growth area, albeit in domestic traffic, is northern supply services. System imports
and exports for general cargo are shown in Exhibit 2.11.
The broad characteristics of general cargo traffic are that it moves as close as possible to the final
destination by water and inland if necessary by rail or road transport. There is no focal point for
concentrating break bulk and general cargo in the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes and its density is very
small when compared to ports like New Orleans.
To understand the nature of this market it is useful to look at an example of a shipment of steel from the
Far East to Windsor based on data from members of the General Cargo Working Group. The price quotes
for a single shipment between 5,000 and 10,000 tonnes during the fall/winter of 2007-2008 ranged from
$148/t to $186/t via New Orleans, Mobile or Sorel, and on rail or truck from that port to Windsor. In each
case, if the shipment arrived by rail through a Gulf of Mexico port, the price chosen was at the low end of
the range. The premium for a Canada routing was between $15/t and $25/t.
Larger vessels which cannot access the St. Lawrence in the winter can call on the Gulf ports. As such, the
southern ports can respond quicker and the market fluctuates accordingly.
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Exhibit 2.11:

General Cargo Imports and Exports (2005)
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One of the problems facing the general cargo sector is vessel availability. The aging fleet is gradually
being retired from service and replaced by larger more modern multipurpose vessels for which demand is
very high. These vessels are typically attracted to centers with larger volume like the Gulf of Mexico or
Baltimore. Vessel availability is one of the main issues cited by industry participants in this study for the
general cargo sector.
Recent developments indicate a growing demand for project cargoes, namely windmills and logistics
catering to the oil sands development. There is also noted growth of northern cargoes driven by mining
development and housing in the Eastern Arctic. To date, the Gulf of Mexico routing remains dominant for
the small but growing Western Canadian market segment.
Industries that depend upon these products would benefit from a diverse skilled labour force and
appropriate equipment in the ports along the River and in the Great Lakes.

2.6 Liquid Bulk
Commodities broadly grouped as liquid bulk are quite different from each other in purpose and in
handling. First of all, the Transport Canada commodity grouping for basic chemicals is included in this
category. However, at the detailed commodity level, it is apparent that some of these commodities are in
fact dry bulk in the way they are actually transported and handled. For example, basic chemicals include
aluminium oxide, which is in fact ‘alumina’, and accounts for about four million tonnes of imports in 2005.
These imports were received at ports that serve aluminium smelters along the St. Lawrence and
Saguenay rivers including Baie-Comeau, Becancour, Port-Alfred, Quebec, Sept-Iles/Pointe-Noire and
Trois-Rivières. Each of these ports handles more or less the same amount of traffic. Liquid bulk data also
includes coke, which accounts for approximately one million tonnes of imports and exports.
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Liquid bulk commodities in total, according to the Statistics Canada information, are shown in summary
form by import and export in Exhibit 2.12. The total adjusted volume of imports is approximately 19 million
tonnes in 2005. Of this, approximately five million tonnes should be considered as dry bulk imports. The
same comment applies to North American imports, but the quantity involved is much less significant in
absolute and relative terms.

Exhibit 2.12:

Liquid Bulk Imports and Exports (2005)

Millions
12
10
8
Volum e (t)

Import

6

Export

4
2
0
ROW

Europe

North America

Source: Statistics Canada Marine Data, 2005

The main story for the liquid bulk sector is the 10 million tonnes of imported crude petroleum destined for
Quebec. This alone accounts for almost half of the liquid bulk traffic in any one year through the whole St.
Lawrence-Great Lakes system. Other significant imports include acyclic hydro carbons, caustic soda and
acyclic alcohols that are largely destined for ports that serve heavy industry in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline and aviation turbine fuel represent the second largest commodity grouping. Together with fuel
oils and basic chemicals, they are imported to main distribution points for the chemical industry such as
Quebec City, Montreal and Sarnia. Gasoline and aviation fuel account for over 4 million tonnes of imports,
mostly through the Port of Montreal, with Port of Quebec in second position.
The liquid bulk sector is also served by a pipeline network that terminates in Montreal as its eastern
Canadian point. Montreal is also connected to the Port of Portland in Maine. An illustration of the pipeline
network also indicating refineries connected to the pipelines is shown in Exhibit 2.13.
Recently, there have been significant changes in the industry, and it appears that consolidation is
continuing. At one point there were five refineries in the east of Montreal served by the Port of Montreal;
now there are two. The Ultramar refinery near Quebec City has undergone significant expansion and will
continue to grow. The current configuration features a modern deep water facility adjacent to the refinery.
Future plans include a billion-dollar pipeline from Levis to Montreal by 2011. This would significantly
reduce, if not eliminate, the need for transfers by ship.
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Exhibit 2.13:

East Coast Liquid Bulk Pipelines

Source: Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers.

There is talk of new refinery development in the area of Sarnia, but to date no firm commitments have
been made. It is evident that the consumption of energy will continue to increase at a modest but steady
rate between 1.5% and 2% per annum for both petroleum and chemicals. As these plans firm up there will
be opportunities for considering physical distribution of the product using marine and other modes of
transportation.
A significant threat looming on the horizon for the Seaway and its future are the petrochemical complexes
in the Gulf of Mexico. These are connected to interior markets through the Mississippi River system, are
becoming increasingly competitive and penetrating further and further into the North American heartland.
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Future considerations of opportunities and threats for the liquid bulk sector need to consider the market
from the perspective of North American consumption patterns.
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3.

ISSUES

3.1 Common Issues
All carriers offering service through the SLGL Corridor are subject to challenging market conditions.
The general cargo, dry bulk and liquid bulk sectors are dependent, to differing degrees, on the QuebecOntario market and are looking to the U.S. heartland market as a source of future growth. Within this
context, they face very serious competition from the New Orleans and Houston-centered Mississippi
route. The U.S. routing offers the combined advantages of lower labour costs, high volumes leading to
economies of scale in the logistics chain, better backhaul and repositioning opportunities for all transport
modes, and significant ongoing investments in port, terminal and storage facilities.3 All of this is being
driven by the steady southward shift of U.S. manufacturing industries. Unfortunately, this shift reflects
larger market forces and cannot be reversed with infrastructure investments and policy changes.
Another challenge shared by all the Working Groups, to differing degrees, is the level of government
funding available for port capital investments. U.S. ports have several funding sources, including:
operating revenues; general obligation (GO) funds; revenue bonds; grants, state trust funds, state and
local appropriations; property taxes and other revenues. By contrast, Canadian port authorities are limited
to internally generated funds and debt financing up to the borrowing limits stipulated in their letters patent.4
Some of this structure is anticipated to change with legislation that is currently before the Canadian
Senate, but the ports still face constraints.
The intermodal container trade, all through Montreal, is exposed to a very different, but no less real
competitive scenario. Montreal has emerged as a successful intermodal hub which dominates the
Canadian and U.S. Midwest container trade with northern Europe and the Mediterranean. Over 50% of
the container traffic through Montreal is to/from the U.S. heartland. The economies of scale resulting from
the combination of U.S. and Canadian traffic produce an efficient world class logistics chain that has been
able to successfully compete with services from the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ) and Hampton Roads.
This results from the unique advantages of the Montreal routing, making it cost effective and service
efficient despite vessel size and draft restrictions in the River. These advantages include:
•

It is the only port of call on the East Coast of North America with complete vessel discharge and
reloading at a single facility.

•

On-dock rail facilities means there is no need for intermediate truck transfers at terminals.

•

It is served by a well functioning, efficient two-railway intermodal operation between the port and
shippers/recipients.

A central question is whether Montreal’s success can be maintained in the light of the massive, partly
publicly-financed investments in the USEC ports-PANYNJ. The current plan calls for a total investment of
$2-billion over 10 years in the PANYNJ. This is coupled with additional investment in Hampton Roads and
the cascading of larger ships with lower per-TEU-costs into the trans-Atlantic trade. This cascading is a
reflection of even larger ships in the trans-Pacific and Asia-Europe trade routes. There was a broad
consensus that the cascading ships could economically serve the port of Montreal.

3

Most vessels operating in US waterways are also charged fees for the Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund (HMTF) and the Inland
Waterways Trust Fund (IWTF). The HMTF is applied only to imports, domestic shipments and some cruise line passengers at
designated ports. The IWTF is a tax of 24.3¢ per gallon of fuel and is used for the construction and rehabilitation costs of specified
inland waterway projects.
4
Association of Canadian Port Authorities. Report on Competitiveness of Canadian Ports. September 2002. IBI Group.
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3 . 1 . 1 R I V ER N A V I GA T I ON

Low water levels on the River between Montreal and Quebec City are a serious cause for concern and
often result in vessels being unable to carry full loads. According to the Canadian Shipowners Association,
every inch of lost water means about 120 tonnes that cannot be carried by a vessel. This becomes more
serious as larger vessels enter the world maritime trade. The larger vessels are aimed at reducing costs,
but if the water levels are too low in the SLGL then these benefits cannot filter through. Dredging the
channel up to Montreal to obtain more draft was recommended by all Working Groups.
The flow and water levels for Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence are currently the subject of a proposed
Order of Approval by the International Joint Commission (IJC) of Canada and the United States.
Established by the 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty, the six-member Commission works with a series of 20
boards to review and mediate questions regarding shared water resources. For nearly 50 years, the
Commission has regulated levels and flows of Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River as far as TroisRivières. According to proponents of the new plan, when compared to the current plan (Plan 58-D with
deviations), Plan 2007 provides better results for key environmental performance indicators while
maintaining or improving protections for all other interests. The other interests include shoreline property,
recreational boating, commercial navigation, hydroelectric power generation and water supply. It also
provides the flexibility to shift from Plan 2007 to a plan with additional environmental improvements
whenever adequate mitigation measures could be implemented. Measures that have been implemented
elsewhere include enhanced shoreline protection or dredging of harbours. The proposed new Order, for
the first time, will regulate flows to benefit the environment and recreational boating along with the other
interests named above.5 A period of public consultation took place from April to June 2008.
However, a discussion among Working Group members indicated that the proposed plan provides less
stability for water levels which are critical for cargo shipments. During the public hearings, concerns were
also raised that a difference of a few inches in water may not be dramatic for the Great Lakes, but in the
River it could have devastating effects for shipping and shoreline communities. While Working Group
members support reasonable and appropriate environmental regulations, they believe that managing the
water system first from an environmental and recreational perspective will likely compromise its role in the
transportation network. Given that all governments are looking to reduce roadway traffic congestion and
greenhouse gas emissions, it does not seem logical to reduce the ability of marine shipments to contribute
to a cleaner environment and more effective use of transportation infrastructure.
A second concern expressed in the Working Groups related to navigation width restrictions below
Montreal. These restrictions are in place to prevent issues arising where ships might meet at narrow
crossing points. However, wider ships have been successfully brought into Montreal and a study is now
underway to examine the options for updating the regulations.
Other issues include speed limitations applied to prevent soil erosion and protect maritime animals, as
well as emission regulations. The issue raised by the Working Groups is not the need to abolish the
regulations, but rather to ensure that the regulatory framework acknowledges the economic importance of
the SLGL route, is reasonable, reflects current conditions, and is consistently interpreted and applied
along the entire route.
The final issue raised by the Working Groups related to river navigation is the cost of pilots and associated
fees. There was some feeling that the requirements for pilots, and particularly double pilotage, should be
reviewed to ensure they were updated and reflect current safety conditions and technology.
3 . 1 . 2 I N T ER M OD A L C ON N EC T I O N S

Successful intermodal connections lie at the heart of the successful Montreal container hub. Similarly,
intermodal connections are critical to the growth of a Quebec City liquid cargo hub.
5

Source : International Joint Commission. www.ijc.org. Accessed May 2008.
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Intermodal difficulties arise, largely in regard to general cargo, where there is no volume concentration
and therefore no intermodal hubs. There are too many instances of excessive port choice coupled with
low volumes at each port. This is not attractive to the required intermodal partners.
Intermodal connections are also a challenge for containers moving from Montreal to points west and
south. This particular angle is discussed in more detail in the section examining issues specific to the
Working Groups.
3 . 1 . 3 SEA WA Y S EA S ON

It is the general industry view that the year round operation of the Seaway would solve a number of issues
and present a new marketplace, particularly for short sea opportunities. The present nine-month season
turns away potential maritime traffic and imposes serious inventory costs on users, particularly for just-intime operations. The reality that railways are not able to economically serve as a general transhipment
backstop to the Seaway for three months of the year is not in dispute.
It is understood that one of the main reasons for the 3-month closure is maintenance; other reasons
include managing ice conditions, the impact of ice breaking on communities, and hydro stations. However,
questions were raised about reworking the maintenance schedule such that the closure is spread
throughout the year with no one period being more than 2-3 weeks. One suggestion offered as an
interesting first step would be keeping the Montreal–Lake Ontario sector open for 11 months.
3 . 1 . 4 SH OR T S EA SH I P PI N G

Despite considerable discussions between industry and governments, there has been limited
development of short sea shipping in Canada.
The challenges include:
•

The U.S. Harbour Maintenance Tax makes U.S.-Canada short sea operations more difficult.

•

The 25% tariff on foreign built vessels makes intra-Canada short sea shipping expensive.

•

The nine month Seaway season impedes the development of short sea shipping projects.

•

For general cargo, there is a lack of density and product concentration, and thus very few
multimodal distribution hubs. There are too many ports fragmenting the market and inhibiting the
development of the required economies of scale, density and frequency of service essential for a
competitive logistics chain. Ports on the Gulf of Mexico have a significant advantage over the St.
Lawrence and Great Lakes ports in that regard.

•

In general, the North American industrial culture is focused on timing precision and minimal
inventory and, as a result, it is not disposed towards maritime shipping.

3 . 1 . 5 L EG I SL A T I ON A N D R E GU L A T I O N S

There is concern that lengthy, cumbersome and costly government approval processes (land use
regulations, environmental reviews, public consultation processes) can and sometimes do scare off
interested project developers and increase project costs to the point that investments are no longer
economically viable.
The Working Groups raised a variety of legislative and regulatory matters to be considered:
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Federal
•

The abolishment of the 25% tariff on the importation of foreign built vessels and on foreign
modifications to Canadian flag vessels. It is not effective in achieving the supposed purpose – the
development of a viable Canadian shipbuilding industry – and it imposes a deadweight cost on
the intra-Canadian maritime trade, seriously hindering the development of short sea shipping
within the SLGL system.

•

A cost-benefit analysis of the security costs imposed on SLGL ports would be beneficial.

•

There is a question as to whether, given the increasing availability of modern electronic ship
management and navigation technology, the roles and responsibilities of pilots are reflecting the
current situation on the River.

•

Coast Guard ice breaking charges are thought to be high and require further consideration, taking
into account that this is not an issue for the competitive USEC ports and the Mississippi route.

•

Unlike the Seaway, the River is managed by committees of federal departments often pulling in
different directions. The result is a lack of clear policy for such important issues as water
management, dredging, ship size, speed, etc.

Provincial
•

There are jurisdictional challenges in transporting cargo by motor carrier, as part of a logistics
chain, because of conflicting size and weight clearances in different provinces. It is easier to ship
oversized freight by road into or through the U.S. than across Canada.

•

Provincial environmental approval processes for land development are slow, costly, and often
unpredictable. They can take years to the point of making development projects difficult, overly
risky and sometimes financially unattractive.

•

Land use restrictions (e.g. agricultural usage) make it difficult to locate space for greenfield
projects.

Municipal
•

Serious land use zoning conflicts exist between commercial marine usage and residential
developments/public recreation usage. There is need for industrial standards of proximity to avoid
conflicts.

•

There is perceived lack of equity in municipal taxation of terminals.

•

Municipalities fail to understand road access requirements of maritime terminals and incorporate
them in their transportation planning.

•

Industrial expansion plans in existing industrial areas should not be so easily contestable after
approval of master plans.

3 . 1 . 6 L A B OU R

There is a unanimous view among the study participants regarding the existence of an ongoing and
growing labour shortage in multiple points of the SLGL system. The dry bulk and general cargo sectors
suffer from cyclical work and an inability to offer steady, full-time employment; while vessel owners have a
difficult time attracting staff to the industr’s extended work schedules. There are several facets to this
issue:
•

The shipping industry generally lacks visibility and glamour; it handles dirty products (e.g. coal, oil,
ores etc.) The container trade is seen as the goal for many labourers in the system as it offers
steady and secure employment.
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•

The industry operates 24/7 which is not in keeping with the emerging lifestyle preferences of the
changing labour pool. In the conflict between lifestyle preferences and compensation levels, the
former usually prevails.

•

It is becoming increasingly difficult to attract and retain Canadian sea-going staff, including
officers, for Canadian-flag vessels. Too often, industry-trained officers are lured away by the
appeal of better compensation and lifestyle to serve as government pilots and inspectors.

•

Governments do sponsor various training programs, but they are expensive and fragmented. A
more coordinated approach to training investments is required.

•

Union regulations and restrictions are a challenge. There is difficulty in gaining acceptance of new
productivity-enhancing technology and ensuring that educational programs keep pace with
industry demands.

3 . 1 . 7 PU B L I C PER C E PT I ON

Study participants generally recognized that the industry (carriers, ports, shippers) needs to give serious
consideration to creating a more positive public image:
•

There is need to make all levels of government and the public at large aware of the key role
marine transportation plays in the economy, and benefits from growth and the consequences of
decline.

•

There are many local issues focusing on the highest and best use of land. Municipal governments
are under increasing pressure to reclaim waterfronts for parks or residential projects. The latter of
course provides increased tax revenue, but the challenge is that ports cannot easily relocate.

•

The need for the public and local government to understand the importance of easy access to and
from port areas and the need to incorporate these needs into their transportation master plans.

The transportation industry needs to review its communication strategies and look at how other industries
and lobbying groups have successfully communicated their messages to the public and government
decision makers.

3.2 Issues Specific to Working Groups
The following section highlights additional items which are particular to individual Working Group issues.
3 . 2 . 1 C ON T A I N ER I Z ED C A R G O

The long-term viability of Montreal as a competitive gateway for containerized traffic between Europe and
Ontario, Quebec and the U.S. Midwest has been challenged and questioned continuously over the past
three decades. The establishment of container unit trains in the 1970s was a major leap for the Montreal
gateway, and this came about after having established a record of labour stability following the turbulent
years of the 1960s.
With the advent of double stack container trains serving U.S. ports, containerization to inland destinations
by rail took off. This was seen as a major threat to Montreal at the time because of the inherent cost
advantages it brought to U.S. ports. Owing to limitations at Detroit and Sarnia at the time, the Port of
Montreal could only be accessed with single level container trains. This is no longer a factor at Sarnia, but
it continues to be an issue for crossings of the Detroit River between Detroit and Windsor.
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The next series of challenges came about with increasing sizes of container ships, and Montreal seems to
have weathered that challenge with a continuing record of growth. The challenges persist and will likely
become more and more demanding as time goes on.
The Port of Montreal continues to be the major gateway chosen by container carriers for European trade
to Central Canada and the U.S. Midwest. It is also developing new overseas trade destinations via
feeders in the Mediterranean and the Caribbean, giving access to markets in South America, Africa, the
Eastern Mediterranean, and Middle East and Asian markets. The container traffic through Montreal
to/from the U.S. Midwest represents more than 50% of the total traffic. The Port is efficient in terms of use
of land and the speed with which the containers are moved on to inland destinations, or accepted for
outbound loading.
The important issues for the future include expansion of the Port and the inland terminal access routes to
meet future growth while continuing to improve productivity and levels of service. Recently, the Port of
Montreal laid out its strategic plan which includes significant expansion. At the same time, the Port of
Quebec is expressing an interest in developing container berths in combination with bulk facilities. This
can bring some advantages of deeper draft vessels, but it will require a new route for inland access, or at
least the resurgence of an old route that was abandoned in the early 1980s.
The possibility of a fragmented approach to container development in the St. Lawrence is an issue that
needs to be addressed.
3.2.2 DRY BULK

Transporting dry bulk in and out of the Continental Gateway efficiently is vital to the many industries
operating in the Great Lakes. These industries, primarily mining, agriculture and steel manufacturing,
compete in the international marketplace and have seen new competitors arise not only from overseas,
but from the southern states. The principal issues for dry bulk are therefore cost-related, and any
decrease in Seaway and navigation fees, as well as the removal of the 25% duty on Canadian flag ships,
would assist in their ability to be more competitive. The dry bulk cargo traffic makes extensive use of the
Seaway system, and cost is also directly related to water levels and serviceability of the Seaway system.
Customers of dry bulk shipping would very much like to see the Seaway season extended and sufficient
capacity to take full advantage of the loading capacity of the vessels. Another issue mentioned is labour
availability similar to the general issues raised above.
In terms of opportunities, infrastructure needs to be developed to meet the needs of the
25 to 30 million additional tonnes of iron ore that will be handled in recently announced expansions to
industry on the North Shore.
Infrastructure may also need to be developed to handle additional volumes of transhipment bulk in a deep
sea port.
3 . 2 . 3 GE N E R A L C A R GO

General cargo is particularly susceptible to the general issues mentioned in the preceding sections. It is
also suffering from a lack of vessel availability at this time. New ship orders are focusing on larger
multipurpose vessels or fully cellular vessels. Also, with each economic cycle the level of permanent
erosion of general cargo from break bulk type handling to containerized handling increases. This is a
difficult issue to resolve within the context of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River because the
dynamics involved are driven by world market conditions.
Price competition for importing steel through U.S. Gateways tends to favour this routing over the St.
Lawrence, and this has been made evident by the general decline in steel imports by water into the St.
Lawrence–Great Lakes system.
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3 . 2 . 4 L I QU I D B U L K

Liquid bulk often involves hazardous materials. As such, it is more susceptible to public reaction against
the installation of new terminals and new terminal capacity in the host communities. Regulations and the
procedures involved in developing a bulk terminal tend to favour large facilities and render small handling
facilities uneconomical due to the cost and risk associated with development. Larger tanks require larger
vessels which require deeper drafts. The whole trend in this industry is towards consolidation into larger
centers. Quebec City, Montreal and Sarnia have been the main locations for this industry, which was also
tied to the local presence of a large refinery and petrochemical industrial base.
The greatest opportunities for advancement appear to be associated with consolidation of the distribution
of liquid bulk products, both petroleum and chemical, in a few centers.

3.3 Synthesis of Issues
The central theme for all issues is the need for capacity and services to be expanded and continuously
improved in order to address anticipated market growth for all Working Groups. The collective wisdom of
the members of the four Working Groups, approximately 75 industry experts in all, was applied to expand
this theme into areas that could be addressed by projects and supporting actions.
Infrastructure requirements are the most obvious and visible types of need. However, supporting projects
in the areas of operations and regulatory/policy improvements were also identified. Exhibit 3.1 captures
the broad directions of the foregoing discussion.
Port capacity issues have three distinct but interrelated aspects. Landside issues include storage and
transfer space and lanes to support intermodal connections. Waterside issues are more related to
dockside depth and the number of berths. Intermodal deals with the very important connections between
the vessels and the final destination. This can include local roads and access routes, rail track capacity
and border crossings some distance from the port. With respect to port capacity, most ports have
conducted independent studies of infrastructure requirements and economic impacts, including the direct,
indirect and induced benefits of additional traffic or the loss from decline in traffic. Job creation is used as
the main metric. There was an agreement among the study participants that public funding for
infrastructure projects supporting port capacity has to be tied to a real public good.
Port capacity is of course not limited to physical infrastructure. With reconfiguration or expansion projects,
there are a wide range of regulatory and policy hurdles to be addressed.

ISSUE
Port Capacity

Exhibit 3.1:

Summary of Issues

Infrastructure

Issue Type
Operations

Regulatory/Policy

Capacity expansion to compete
in current and future markets

Landside
Waterside
Intermodal Connections

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

River Navigation
Navigation is crucial for
capacity projects and
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ISSUE
competition
Seaway Season
Channel & Dock dredging
Water levels
Channel width restrictions

Infrastructure
X
X

Issue Type
Operations

Regulatory/Policy

X

X

X

X
X

Vessel Costs
Navigation costs and fees were
cited by all groups as
impediments

Foreign Built Ship Charge
(25%)
Pilotage requirements & fees
Navigation Fees
Port Security Fees
Ice Breaking

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Project
Development/Approvals
Complexity and protracted
nature of approval processes
and lack of consistency between
jurisdictions impede growth

Municipal Regulations
Provincial Regulations
Federal Regulations
Port Access to funding

X
X
X
X

Labour
Labour shortages for qualified
personnel hamper growth

Staff recruitment
Staff training
Staff retention

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Public/Government
Perception
Communications, Education and
Image promotion are weak
areas that undermine
achievements

Role of marine industry
Transportation vision/plan
integration

Navigation issues, as evidenced in the preceding text, cover a wide area. The winter closing of the
Seaway presents constraints to each of the Working Groups in different ways. Transport of bulk and liquid
bulk could benefit from any permanent and predictable extension of the Seaway season; on the other
hand, the Container Working Group was unanimous in expressing the view that a year-round operation is
a prerequisite for container ships advancing upstream beyond Montreal.
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Issues with respect to water levels and channel widths deal with policy and operational constraints rather
than expressions of the need for new infrastructure or major dredging projects.
The vessel costs category was discussed briefly, mainly because cost issues are well defined through
other policy initiatives of industry groups. Nevertheless, care was taken to ensure that they were
mentioned because of the importance of these issues to the Working Group participants. Some of the
issues appear to be more applicable to domestic and transborder marine transportation than to
international marine trade, which is the focus of this study.
Project development/approvals are also applicable to all Working Groups, but elaborated more explicitly
by the Bulk Working Group. While all levels of government are attempting to address transportation
congestion, reduce infrastructure costs and mitigate environmental damage, there is lack of coordination
and focus. Freight and merchandise transportation are essential for the economy, yet frequently they are
treated as a problem with few positive outcomes. Regulatory conflicts exist between local land use and
transportation routes, provincial environmental regulations and federal safety and security programs.
Regulatory review is not a clear cut matter. Policies intended to support one area can have unintended
negative consequences for another. There was an agreement among the Working Group members that
clarity and coordination in the transportation regulatory processes are necessary.
Labour issues are identified by the industry as ones in which they would likely have to take the lead in
addressing. The transportation industry is not the only sector of the economy experiencing difficulties in
recruiting and retaining staff (these issues were discussed in some detail earlier in the report). There may
be scope for public sector partnerships and respect of educational and retraining programs for the
population at large, but this rests largely as an industry challenge.
The last area, Public/Government perception issues, are similar in that the lead initiative should be coming
from the industry itself to improve its image with the public and at the same time raise the profile of the
industry desirability as a career choice for young people. It is also critical the government decision makers
understand the relationships between land use, environment and safety policies and the transportation
industry.
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4.

BOTTLENECKS

Having identified the trends and issues, the Working Groups also provided significant insight to the current
and future bottlenecks facing the system. Identifying these critical areas helps to understand where
financial investment and research efforts can be best placed to create a Corridor that is responsive to a
full range of economic development opportunities.
This section outlines the bottlenecks and is followed by a series of tables linking them back to the issues
identified in the previous section. Proceeding westward from tidal saltwater to inland freshwater, the major
bottlenecks identified by the industry experts participating in the Working Groups are as follows:
•

Water Depth - Increased water depth is needed in channels and ports throughout the System. For
example, water depth restrictions in the north passage and up to Montreal restrict the types of
vessels and the amount of cargo that can be carried.

•

Channel Utilization – There is a need to improve the management of navigation in the channel
between Quebec City and Montreal in order to increase utilization of the existing channel capacity.
Currently, there is a study nearing completion that will have recommendations to address this
issue, and industry is supportive of the concept that efficiency can be improved without any
compromise to safety.

•

Deep Water Berths - Berths in the Port of Quebec for large bulk and liquid bulk vessels restrict the
potential to take full advantage of the channel characteristics up to Quebec and beyond. This
problem is also present in Sept-Îles as it relates to iron ore exports.

•

Port Lands – All Working Groups experience capacity limitations at some ports and this impedes
response to rapid changes in market conditions. For example, it was mentioned that there are
already capacity shortages and lack of flexibility for bulk and liquid bulk, and the container market
will soon exceed existing capacity without new additions. Further development of port operations
often face multiple regulatory and land use challenges.

•

Seaway Limitations -The Working Groups would like to encourage any initiatives that would extend
the operating season as close as possible to a year-round basis. There are also issues associated
with water depth. Some of these are due to climate cycles, but others are subject to regulatory
practices such as the International Joint Commission control of water levels.

•

Hinterland Connections - In a number of different ways, passing through the Greater Toronto and
Hamilton Area (GTHA) represents bottlenecks for water, rail and highway modes simply because
of the intensity of development and overall congestion through this area. Highway congestion,
delays at railway level crossings and interactions with commuter railway passenger trains in
Montreal and Toronto are all associated with bottlenecks, particularly for container traffic. Road
access to the Port of Montreal is also congested and will become worse with increasing traffic.

•

Detroit-Windsor Rail Crossing - The railway crossing between Windsor and Detroit is another
bottleneck that is particularly significant for the Container Working Group; the dimensions of the
existing railway tunnels cannot be expanded to accept full double stack container trains.

•

IJC Plan 2007 - Water depth management could become an increasingly important problem area
depending upon the outcome of current proposed changes to the International Joint Commission
(Plan 2007) and the powers that it would confer to reduce the stability of water levels as far
downstream as Trois-Rivières.

All bottlenecks have an impact on each of the cargo groups, but some are more specifically focused on
one or two groups than others. Also, each bottleneck has its own profile in terms of the issues that would
be involved in its mitigation or resolution. The following sections present further details on each of the
bottlenecks.
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4.1 Water Depth
The limiting draft downstream from Quebec City starts at the North Passage (Traverse du Nord), which is
15.6 meters (51 ft.) at high tide. This is adequate for most vessels entering the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes
Trade Corridor. Nevertheless, the Bulk and Liquid Bulk Working Groups indicated that there would be
additional opportunities for transhipment of cargo if vessels in the range of 15.5 meters draft could access
the Port of Quebec without tidal restrictions. These opportunities were not quantified, but could be the
subject of future investigations.
The issues profiled for water depth up to Montreal and to access ports throughout the system is reflected
in the table below. For this bottleneck, and all of the others that follow, reference is made to the issues
summarized in Exhibit 3 .1. The “X” is the same as shown in Exhibit 3.1. Issues that would have a specific
impact on resolving this bottleneck are shaded in darker grey. It this case, these issues are dredging the
river channel. Consequently under “River Navigation, Channel and Dock Dredging” the infrastructure box
is shaded in darker grey.

Exhibit 4.1:
Water Depth
ISSUE
River Navigation
Navigation is crucial for capacity projects and
competition
Seaway Season
Channel & Dock dredging
Water levels
Channel width restrictions

Water Depth

Infrastructure

X
X

Issue Type
Operations

Regulatory/Policy

X

X

X

X
X

Project Development/Approvals
Complexity and protracted nature of approval
processes and lack of consistency between
jurisdictions impede growth
Municipal Regulations
Provincial Regulations
Federal Regulations
Port Access to funding

X
X
X
X

Dredging falls under federal jurisdiction and would have to follow a federal approval process. A
consequence of dredging the channel would also imply additional dredging requirements for berths
upstream from the North Passage, and that is why a port access to funding is also shaded. The
bottlenecks associated with port capacity are discussed further on in this text.

4.2 Channel Utilization
The issues associated with channel utilization are summarized in Exhibit 4.2
Channel utilization bottlenecks are significant for all cargo Working Groups. The issue is partly related to
infrastructure capacity, but it is more focused on the timing and management of operations and
maintenance of marine infrastructure. Maintenance dredging occurs on a certain planning cycle which may
or may not coincide with the business cycles for marine commercial traffic. An example of mitigation for
this bottleneck would be synchronizing maintenance dredging with the business cycles to maximize the
chances that vessels could be more fully laden at times of the year when traffic demand is highest.
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Exhibit 4.2:
Channel Utilization
ISSUE
River Navigation
Navigation is crucial for capacity projects and
competition
Seaway Season
Channel & Dock dredging
Water levels
Channel width restrictions
Vessel Costs
Navigation costs and fees were cited by all groups as
impediments
Foreign Built Ship Charge (25%)
Pilotage requirements & fees
Navigation Fees
Port Security Fees
Ice Breaking

Channel Utilization
Infrastructure

X
X

Issue Type
Operations

Regulatory/Policy

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

It was also noted in each group that the St. Lawrence Seaway Management Corporation has been working
closely with industry along these lines and improving its responsiveness to market conditions within the
limits of its own budget and powers. Downstream from the Seaway there appears to be a lack of
coordination on maintenance issues and market conditions.
Some of the obstacles derive directly from regulatory and policy issues (including vessel width). It was
agreed among participants in this study that overall management of the waterway from the Gulf to the
Great Lakes as a transportation infrastructure asset lacks the coordination necessary to utilize it to the
extent of its existing potential. At peak demand times this constitutes a bottleneck.

4.3 Deep Water Berths
The third bottleneck is perhaps the most extensive challenge facing all ports in the St. Lawrence-Great
Lakes Trade Corridor. The bottleneck is expressed in terms of depth of water alongside the dock, but it
also incorporates wharfage capacity to tranship and store all types of cargo.
During the two workshops of the Working Groups specific situations were discussed, and some ports are
reasonably well advanced in their planning to mitigate the bottlenecks.
Montreal Port Authority announced its Vision 2020 plan during the course of this study, and provided an
extensive briefing to the Container Working Group. This plan covers all cargo sectors and involves
combinations of public and private investments to complement its own investment plans over the next 15
years.
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Exhibit 4.3:
Deep Water Berths
ISSUE
Port Capacity
Capacity expansion to compete in current and future
markets
Land side
Water side
Intermodal Connections
River Navigation
Navigation is crucial for capacity projects and
competition
Seaway Season
Channel & Dock dredging
Water levels
Channel width restrictions

Deep Water Berths
Infrastructure

X
X
X

X
X

Issue Type
Operations

Regulatory/Policy

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

Sept-Îles will need new capacity to handle the tremendous expansion of iron ore exports that have been
announced with major developments in Quebec and Labrador.
The Port of Quebec has put forward its aspirations in respect of bulk, liquid bulk and container cargoes
that could involve rearrangement of port lands, construction of new deep water berths, transhipment
facilities and the creation of a hybrid port facility.
The Trois-Rivières Port Authority also informed the Working Groups of its plans to reconfigure the port
lands and services to create new opportunities for bulk and general cargo traffic. Their projects are being
undertaken in coordination with municipal authorities who would like to increase public access to the
waterfront.
The ports of Valleyfield and Côte Ste-Catherine also presented opportunities for general cargo.
The Toronto Port Authority noted that much of the potential for international trade is tied to the Seaway
and future prospects for short sea shipping. Concern was also expressed regarding the fragmenting of
cargo on Lake Ontario and the resulting opportunities for creating economies of scale across federal
ports.
Importers and exporters also participated in each of the Working Groups. Their focus is on the ability to
bring containers and other cargo through the Seaway to the Toronto area year-round. They would like to
make more use of marine transportation, but unless it is available year-round they are unlikely to use it.
Likewise, the rail companies are not willing to be a backstop that provides service for only three months of
the year.
The approaches vary, and some ports that were not present for the Working Group meetings may have
issues to address. However, industry was well represented and there was consensus that port capacity is
an issue. It was perhaps best expressed in the notion that there is very little buffer capacity in the system
to handle surges.
In the past, ports and terminals would cooperate during demand surges and find ways to land cargo. This
is now a problem because facilities have been cut back and buffer capacity in the system is greatly
reduced. This is also closely connected with the Port Lands bottleneck discussed in the next section.
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4.4 Port Lands
The Port Lands bottleneck is less obvious than other physical impediments to the movement of cargo. It
generated a considerable amount of discussion in each of the groups and the issues themselves are
elaborated in Section 3 of this report.

Exhibit 4.4:
Port Lands
ISSUE
Port Capacity
Capacity expansion to compete in current and future
markets
Land side
Water side
Intermodal Connections

Port Lands

Infrastructure

X
X
X

Issue Type
Operations

Regulatory/Policy

X

X
X
X

Project Development/Approvals
Complexity and protracted nature of approval
processes and lack of consistency between
jurisdictions impede growth
Municipal Regulations
Provincial Regulations
Federal Regulations
Port Access to funding
Public/Government Perception
Communications, Education and Image promotion are
weak areas that undermine achievements
Role of marine industry
Transportation vision/plan integration

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

The gist of the Port Lands bottleneck is that urban encroachment impedes construction of landside
facilities to handle and store marine cargo. Furthermore, even where the land is available, the protracted
nature of planning approval processes and the number of jurisdictions that become involved (often
working at cross purposes to each other) discourage private investors. The process is drawn out and is
fraught with imponderable risks at the outset. Opportunities are lost and the ability to compete in
international markets is diminished.

4.5 Seaway Limitations
The Working Groups discussed the Seaway’s limitations from physical, operational and regulatory points
of view. While studies have be done examining the feasibility of enlarging the dimensions of the locks, the
Working Groups accepted that this is not a likely scenario and they must continue to work with the existing
structural configurations.
The nature of the bottleneck for this discussion is the three month closing of the Seaway. Removal of this
bottleneck would require extending the operating season as close as possible to a year-round basis.
Information presented during the Working Group meetings indicated that this involves more than
reworking the maintenance schedule. Consideration must be given to the impact on marine infrastructure
and shoreline communities. Additional issues associated with water depth are related in part to climate
cycles, but also subject to regulatory practices such as the International Joint Commission control of water
levels, if taken in the broadest context.
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Exhibit 4.5:
Seaway Limitations
ISSUE
River Navigation
Navigation is crucial for capacity projects and
competition
Seaway Season
Channel & Dock dredging
Water levels
Channel width restrictions
Vessel Costs
Navigation costs and fees were cited by all groups as
impediments
Foreign Built Ship Charge (25%)
Pilotage requirements & fees
Navigation Fees
Port Security Fees
Ice Breaking

Seaway Limitations
Infrastructure

X
X

Issue Type
Operations

Regulatory/Policy

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

All of the Working Groups expressed issues and concerns associated with this bottleneck and
commended the Seaway management for its efforts towards continuous improvement. The two bulk
Working Groups would encourage continuing efforts to lengthen the navigation season. The General
Cargo Working Group would see advantages from a longer season, but would not likely be building new
long-term commitments on anything less than a 12-month navigating season. The Container Working
Group is even more firm in its insistence on year-round navigation before investing in any significant
international marine feeder or direct service initiatives.

4.6 Hinterland Connections
Regardless of the mode of transportation used to connect an ocean port with Central Ontario and
subsequent markets in the U.S. Midwest, traffic must originate, terminate or pass through the Greater
Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA). This is a major bottleneck for virtually all types of long distance goods
movement. Railways must deal with level crossings and working freight train schedules around commuter
traffic on some lines. Truckers cope with congestion on highways and arterial roads throughout the day,
but especially during expanding peak periods in the morning and evening. The Port of Montreal
experiences many of the same challenges with congested road access that will get worse and traffic
increases.
Hinterland connections rely on effective links at the ports and at intermodal terminals. Land use policies
and basic economics are forcing these terminals to move farther from the population centers, causing
longer highway pickup and delivery runs. Resolving this bottleneck has more to do with coordination of
operations between public and private sectors and working towards a comprehensive long-term vision for
transportation in metropolitan areas.
Metrolinx, the agency coordinating transportation in the GTHA, is formulating long-term transportation
plans that will include vision and strategies for freight transportation. Due for submission to the provincial
government later in 2008, the plan will be pertinent to the future significance of the GTHA as a bottleneck
for the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes Trade Corridor.
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Exhibit 4.6:
Hinterland Connections
ISSUE

Hinterland Connections
Infrastructure

Port Capacity
Capacity expansion to compete in current and future
markets
Land side
Water side
Intermodal Connections

X
X
X

Issue Type
Operations

Regulatory/Policy

X

X
X
X

Project Development/Approvals
Complexity and protracted nature of approval
processes and lack of consistency between
jurisdictions impede growth
Municipal Regulations
Provincial Regulations
Federal Regulations
Port Access to funding

X
X
X
X

Public/Government Perception
Communications, Education and Image promotion are
weak areas that undermine achievements
Role of marine industry
Transportation vision/plan integration

X
X

X
X

4.7 Detroit-Windsor Rail Crossing
The Detroit-Windsor Rail Crossing bottleneck is particularly significant for the Container Working Group
and the connections between the Port of Montreal and the U.S. Midwest. It is an international crossing
and as such has not only municipal, provincial and federal policies to contend with but also international
relations with the U.S.

Exhibit 4.7:
Detroit-Windsor Rail Crossing
ISSUE
Port Capacity
Capacity expansion to compete in current and future
markets
Land side
Water side
Intermodal Connections

Detroit-Windsor Rail Crossing
Infrastructure

X
X
X

Issue Type
Operations

Regulatory/Policy

X

X
X
X

Project Development/Approvals
processes and lack of consistency between
jurisdictions impede growth
Municipal Regulations
Provincial Regulations
Federal Regulations
Port Access to funding
Public/Government Perception
Communications, Education and Image promotion are
weak areas that undermine achievements
Role of marine industry
Transportation vision/plan integration

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
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Given the international nature of the project and its overall importance for continuing competitiveness of
the Corridor, it qualifies as one of the key bottlenecks in the system according to study participants. The
issues profiled are described in Exhibit 4.7.

4.8 IJC Plan 2007
The International Joint Commission (IJC) is a cooperative effort by Canada and the United States to
manage cross-border bodies of water. Established in 1909 by the Boundary Waters Treaty, the sixmember Commission works with a body of 20 boards to review and make recommendations to prevent or
resolve disputes related to waterway usage and access.
Under current water management plans for the Great Lakes, the IJC plan does not present a bottleneck.
However, it is an anticipated problem for which the warning signs are evident in the recently announced
Order of Approval by the International Joint Commission of Canada and the United States.

Exhibit 4.8:
IJC Plan 2007
ISSUE
Port Capacity
Capacity expansion to compete in current and future
markets
Land side
Water side
Intermodal Connections
River Navigation
Navigation is crucial for capacity projects and
competition
Seaway Season
Channel & Dock dredging
Water levels
Channel width restrictions

IJC Plan 2007

Infrastructure

X
X
X

X
X

Issue Type
Operations

Regulatory/Policy

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

Project Development/Approvals
Complexity and protracted nature of approval
processes and lack of consistency between
jurisdictions impede growth
Municipal Regulations
Provincial Regulations
Federal Regulations
Port Access to funding
Public/Government Perception
Communications, Education and Image promotion are
weak areas that undermine achievements
Role of marine industry
Transportation vision/plan integration

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

According to proponents of the new plan, when compared to the current plan (Plan 58-D with deviations),
Plan 2007 provides better results for key environmental performance indicators, while maintaining or
improving protections for all other interests. The other interests include shoreline property, recreational
boating, commercial navigation, hydroelectric power generation and water supply. It also provides the
flexibility to shift from Plan 2007 to a plan with additional environmental improvements whenever adequate
mitigation measures could be implemented. Measures that have been implemented elsewhere include
enhanced shoreline protection or dredging of harbours. The proposed new Order, for the first time, aims to
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regulate water flows to benefit the environment and recreational boating along with the other interests
named above. A period of public consultation is taking place from April to June 2008.
In spite of the positive spin put forward by the IJC, concerns have been raised about the impact of the
proposed changes on commercial shipping in the Great Lakes, Seaway and River. While a large lake like
Ontario may be able to accept inches of difference in water levels, minor changes in the Seaway and
River can have significant economic consequences for shippers and marine infrastructure. According to
the Canadian Shipowners Association, every inch of lost water means about 120 tonnes that cannot be
carried by a vessel.
The stability of water levels will be at risk for navigation, and this could potentially become a serious
bottleneck for the St. Lawrence as far downstream as Trois-Rivières. The issues profiled are shown in
Exhibit 4.8.
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5.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Trends, issues and bottlenecks point the way to solutions that the private sector stakeholders would
support, encourage and cooperate with possible complementary investments of their own. These
solutions were considered in light of their:
•

Alignment with opportunities and challenges in global commerce;

•

Representation of volumes and values of national significance;

•

Basis on long-term needs and emerging trends; and

•

Connection with non-infrastructure measures (fiscal and policy related) to improve
competitiveness.

Potential solutions were also considered in light of support for projected demand growth or new
opportunities; response to identified bottlenecks; and identification by Working Group consensus. Projects
favouring multiple users and benefiting the industry as a whole, while not creating competitive
disadvantages were considered more favourably.

5.1 Infrastructure
Within the scope of this study, the main infrastructure solutions focus on marine channel improvements,
port facilities and intermodal connections. All bottlenecks described in the previous sections incorporate
infrastructure solutions to a greater or lesser extent. Even the projected bottleneck associated with IJC
management of water levels could have significant implications on dredging requirements in order to
maintain channel integrity.
Container Growth has the most demanding investment requirements with respect to port infrastructure
and intermodal connections. Their projects involve both inland and terminal investments which are
proposed in conjunction with private sector investment. The Port of Montreal, CN and CPR provided
extensive information on investment requirements at the facility level over an extended timeframe. These
proposals include terminal and intermodal facility expansions, the reallocation of port lands in Montreal,
the expansion of the Detroit Windsor rail tunnel, and the construction of numerous rail grade separations.
The Container Working Group also discussed a wide range of possible solutions, including short sea
shipping alternatives and a hybrid container-bulk terminal proposal in Quebec. The consensus of the
Group was that the container strategy should be focused on maximizing the capacity and efficiency of the
well-established connections through Montreal. Further, the vision 2020 plan advanced by the Port of
Montreal was acknowledged as an excellent starting point for future planning.
With respect to bulk traffic, infrastructure needs include a deep sea terminal to handle iron ore shipments
from the mines in the North Shore and possible transhipment capability, also at a deep-sea port. This
would be a major development in its own right and is supported by the study participants.
An overall strategy for liquid and dry bulk emerged from Working Groups. It recognizes that the population
base in the GTHA and Montreal represent a market attraction for liquid bulk, particularly energy products,
and industries in the area are also significant consumers of bulk materials. This opens up opportunities for
bulk transhipment facilities downstream beginning at Quebec City, which is the practical limit of
deepwater. There is already a base of business in liquid bulk and dry bulk transhipment there.
Respecting marine liquid bulk terminals, the only deep water berth in the river system right now is at
Quebec City’s Ultramar refinery. The ability to bring in large tankers to more than one berth would create a
significant advantage according to the industry representatives participating in this study (e.g. 50 feet,
15.24 m).
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Of course, the infrastructure associated with sustaining and perhaps upgrading the St. Lawrence Seaway
will have a direct impact on the dry bulk and liquid bulk sectors of this study, and also may open up the
potential for short sea shipping of general cargo. Consequently, the infrastructure strategy for the
international bulk sectors would focus on maximizing the potential of transhipment and the lower St.
Lawrence combined with directly serving destination cargoes further upstream.
The main priority for general cargo is attracting vessels into the system. This is as much a market
constraint as it is an operational and physical issue, especially with respect to winter navigation. In terms
of infrastructure, the main solutions for bottlenecks in general cargo for the short term are in port capacity
and stevedoring services. There are very few locations now that can accept a vessel loaded with steel or
other general cargo on short notice and turn it around quickly enough to make it competitive with a routing
via the Gulf of Mexico.

5.2 Non-Infrastructure
There are a number of different types of initiatives that mitigate bottlenecks but do not necessarily involve
new infrastructure spending directly. These include:
•

Operational improvements;

•

Labour supply and skills development;

•

Regulatory review;

•

Border-related services.

Operational improvements include software and systems that can serve to integrate information
processes from door-to-door for both customers and operators. The main advantage associated with such
improvements would be the ability for longer-term operational planning upstream and downstream so that
loading of ships at the overseas terminals can facilitate optimization of unloading vessels at the other end
and expediting cargo to inland destinations. This type of strategy is suited to Montreal traffic as a port of
complete discharge and load.
There is current interest in monitoring technologies for the visibility of cargo such as radio frequency
identification devices (RFID) and electronic seals for containers. At this point it appears that many of these
applications are geared towards certain types of commodities that would have a typically higher value.
There is still some time before cargo sensors and electronic seals are widely adopted and universally
accepted.
The existing and growing labour shortage both on ships and land was raised in all of the Working Groups
as a major concern down the road. The supply of new labour is one issue, and the general attractiveness
of a 24/7 transportation lifestyle is another factor complicating the matter. This is an area that will require
some creative solutions that could involve marketing and communications on the part of the industry as
well as the establishment of appropriate training and education facilities. There was also a strong feeling
among those participating that it should be coordinated amongst the private and public sectors. One
specific area of concern raised was the government and private sector drawing on the same resources for
pilots and deck officers. In some cases, the private sector is providing the training and initial experience
only to watch staff move to government jobs with higher pay and less demanding schedules.
Regulations and border procedures require constant attention by public policy makers and legislators. The
principal goals are to achieve harmony between Canada/U.S. transportation regulatory frameworks and
between multiple aspects of federal, provincial and municipal regulations. Very specific issues were raised
in the Working Groups, and these are discussed in previous sections of this report.
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There are no ready-made solutions to apply. Best practices in these areas appear to be through
organizations such as Gateway Councils that bring together decision-makers from private and public
sector stakeholders. Through interacting with each other in Gateway Councils, projects are agreed to and
risks are shared to achieve common goals. The collaboration experienced in the Working Groups during
this study is an indication that this type of initiative is timely for the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes, and it
would likely sustain and build upon the goodwill that has been developed in recent months through the
study.

5.3 Compatible Policy Framework
These issues of non-infrastructure policy beg the question of a compatible policy framework that extends
from municipal zoning restrictions through to international trade documentation requirements at border
crossings. Other areas that could be addressed in these policy frameworks are the common approach to
promoting sustainable transportation across the provinces and between Canada and the U.S. For
example, incentives to reduce energy consumption and emissions in one area should be complemented
by policies in another area, and policies that work at cross-purposes should be reviewed and reconciled
as much as possible. As was previously indicated, policy review and analysis is a complicated undertaking
because of the often unintended interrelated consequences.
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6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The objectives of the project include:
•

Strategically positioning the Corridor on the continental and global markets to meet demand in the
next 10 to 20 years;

•

Increasing the competitiveness of the transportation network in a sustainable manner by
maintaining efficient infrastructure and services within an efficient regulatory environment;

•

Maximizing the Corridor’s physical and human resource potential;

•

Increasing the prosperity and quality of life of inhabitants of the region by maintaining a safe and
reliable transportation network that respects the environment.

Through the consultation process with the Working Groups, members presented a full range of ideas from
general comments on broad issues to project specific proposals with estimates for public and private
sector funding. As this report moves from the Working Groups to the Oversight Committee and the
Leadership Council, it is not intended that these final recommendations would attempt to lobby for specific
project investment or policy alternatives. Rather, the intention is to provide a united voice from the private
sector users of the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes Trade Corridor which can inform and support the
recommendations of the Leadership Council to the Continental Gateway Initiative.
At the end of the day, strategic consensus was achieved on a number of important issues. Exhibit 6.1
summarizes the recommended solutions approved by the Leadership Council.

Exhibit 6.1:
SOLUTION

Solutions Summary Table
NOTES

BOTTLENECK

Concentrate on Port of Montreal as the hub
for international container traffic

Need to address capacity
issues, hinterland
connections, security costs
and environmental mitigation

Deep Water Berths, Port
Lands

Improve intermodal connection to the U.S.
Midwest by developing the Detroit River
Tunnel

Proposed $80 million public
sector contribution

Detroit-Windsor Rail
Crossing

Construct rail grade separations at various
points in the Quebec-Sarnia-Windsor
corridor

To be prioritized on safety
and efficiency
Rail/road grade separation
projects presented
by CN: 9 locations for $129M
by CP: 12 locations for $150M
(details in appendix 2)
Access to Port of Montreal
and container yards

Hinterland Connections

Maximize road connections to mitigate
congestion/delays in major urban centers
(especially Great Toronto and Montreal)

Hinterland Connections

Others case by case
Build deep-berth terminal to handle iron ore
in Sept-Îles

May also include
transhipment capacity

Deep Water Berths
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SOLUTION
Improve and expand dry bulk transhipment
facilities based at the Port of Quebec

NOTES

BOTTLENECK

$350 to $450 million project to
be shared public/private, and
to include both dry and liquid
bulk expansion

Deep Water Berths, Port
Lands

Attracting larger vessels to
the Trade Corridor will benefit
both Quebec (for
transhipment cargo) and ports
upstream for cargo to/from
their immediate hinterland.
Improve and expand liquid bulk
transhipment facilities based at the Port of
Quebec

Within the envelope above

Deep Water Berths, Port
Lands

Government and industry should work
together to extend the effective navigation
season in the St. Lawrence Seaway

Liquid and Dry Bulk and
General Cargo Groups would
benefit, depending upon
duration and weather risks.

Channel Utilization
(maintenance dredging),
Seaway Limitations

Improve navigation channel utilization and
port access by dredging to improve load
carried by vessels

Quebec to Montreal, and the
North Traverse. Include
access to berths in St.
Lawrence and Great Lakes
ports.

Water Depth (dredging),
Channel Utilization
(maintenance dredging),
Seaway Limitations, IJC
Plan 2007

Improve port capacity and access for
general cargo in niche ports along the
system

Individual ports need to be
reviewed e.g. Trois-Rivières
Port has submitted a proposal
for consideration - each
project to be evaluated
depending on and subject to
its specific business case

Port Lands, Deep Water
Berths

Abolish 25% import duty on foreign ships

Administrative/Regulatory

Harmonize regulations and border practices
between federal, state/provincial and
municipal levels in Canada and the US

Documents, duties, taxes and
inspection requirements

Administrative/Regulatory

Initiate steps towards consistent
overarching policies regarding trade
corridors and terminals, particularly in urban
areas and at critical border crossings

Land use and zoning,
environmental regulations,
taxation, safety and security

Administrative/Regulatory

Establish a public-private initiative to
address labour shortage issues and to
develop programs to attract, train and retain
skilled workers

Build on existing success in
certain marine occupations to
expand scope.

Administrative/Regulatory
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SOLUTION
Minimize fees to ensure maximum
competitiveness of the system

NOTES
Security charges, user fees,
pilotage

BOTTLENECK
Administrative/Regulatory

6.1 Discussion
The recommendations above result from an overall consensus including all four Working Groups and the
Leadership Council. Some of the recommendations are specific to only one or some Working Groups,
while others pertain to the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes Trade Corridor in general.
6 . 1 . 1 C ON T A I N ER S

The first four recommendations are oriented to the future of container traffic in the Corridor. Nevertheless,
improving border crossings, rail access and road connections will also benefit the traffic of other types of
cargo. The Container Working Group anticipates the continuing competitiveness of the Port of Montreal as
a marine terminus. Threats and opportunities have faced this routing for decades, and it prevails as a
dominant force in its niche market. With “business as usual” new threats and opportunities will continue
into the future.
The key to success is viewed as the advantage of a complete load and discharge facility with efficient and
responsive connections to local markets, Central Canada and the US Midwest. Continuing improvements
in the efficiency of the intermodal connection will offset the risk arising from competitive threats using
other gateways.
Furthermore, recent evidence is strong that Montreal is increasing its market share, particularly in the
important Asian markets, despite introduction of larger vessels and rationalization of trade routings among
large international carriers.
The Container Working Group is confident in sustained growth projections of 5% - 7% for container traffic
through Montreal if capacity and the quality of services to inland connections are improved as required.
6.1.2 DRY BULK

The next two recommendations in Exhibit 6.1 are oriented to dry bulk. The solution for Sept-Iles is clear
and imminent, based on announced mine expansion projects in Quebec and Labrador for export markets.
Once this development is made it can accommodate transhipment demand, as it has considerable land
along deep water berths.
Consensus on the future transhipment role for Quebec is taken from a system-wide point of view. The
proposal is to expand transhipment capacity to receive ocean-going vessels drawing up to 15.5 metres
(51 feet) at berth with adequate handling and storage. Domestic marine, rail and highway modes provide
connections for customers inland. This also sets up an opportunity for repositioning the vessels further
upstream (with reduced draft above Quebec) to deliver or accept bulk cargo in Trois-Rivières, Bécancour,
Sorel or Montreal/Contrecoeur, and even farther upstream if the vessel dimensions fit the locks of the
Seaway system. A series of complementary projects could be stimulated.
The concept exploits the natural attractiveness of deep water up to Quebec in such a way that
complements the activities of upstream ports and improving services to their local hinterland for bulk
traffic.
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6 . 1 . 3 L I QU I D B U L K

Recommended solutions concerning liquid bulk transhipment facilities in Quebec follow the same basic
logic described above for dry bulk. It is interesting because the two groups arrived at these conclusions
with different participants representing different companies. The specific facilities that would be required
would emerge in later stages of planning. Specific attributes of a desirable solution are discussed in more
detail in earlier sections of this report. Similar to dry bulk, the proposed solutions pivot around the deep
water terminal potential of Quebec, but would incorporate complementary port development proposals
both upstream and downstream.
Project initiation, approval, inspection and supervision issues for liquid and dry bulk handling facilities are
considered to be onerous and unpredictable and discourage private ventures that might otherwise be
beneficial.
The next two recommended solutions - government and industry to work together to extend the effective
navigation season in the St. Lawrence Seaway; and, improve channel utilization and port access - arise
from both liquid bulk and dry bulk groups as important requirements to improve productivity of vessels and
customer service levels (i.e. reduce storage, handling and inventory carrying costs for shippers).
It was also noted that future planning for liquid bulk infrastructure requirements will have to take into
account future possible projects for new refineries and chemical plants and expansions of existing plants.
Crude oil, natural gas and product pipeline projects could influence also the feasibility, timing and location
of future projects.
6 . 1 . 4 GE N E R A L C A R GO

The main solution area for general cargo is to improve port capacity and access for general cargo at niche
ports along the system. As mentioned previously, the main area discussed in this working group was steel
imports and exports. The main challenge is attracting appropriate vessels to the Corridor for a relatively
small market size, for example compared to Baltimore and the coast of the Gulf of Mexico.
Port Authorities, terminal operators, governments and carriers should continue to work with steel
importers and exporters and other general cargo shippers to identify competitive strategies that could
attract vessels to the Corridor and create new business opportunities. Essentially this is an undertaking for
a case-by-case approach.
6 . 1 . 5 A L L W OR K I N G GR OU P S

The last five rows in Exhibit 6.1 point to solutions to which all four Working Groups agreed. These issues
are summarized in the Exhibit and they are discussed at greater length in the body of the report.
The impending labour shortage appears to be highest on the agenda of industry participants, with different
individual approaches being attempted. The timing appears to be right for concerted action to address
this issue, which is seen as a long-term continuing concern.
The need for leadership and consistency in managing marine rights-of-way and infrastructure is
manifested in a number of ways documented in this report and it underlies recommendations concerning
policy coordination and harmonization of regulations.
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6.2 Next Steps
The recommended solutions from the Working Groups and the Leadership Council cover a wide range of
strategies and should be considered to drive subsequent decision making to undertake specific initiatives
and projects.
The governance structure of this study provided a forum for interaction, discussion and decision making
among industry participants. The collaborative approach for this study has shown to be an effective way to
bring a range of divergent voices and views to the table for a discussion of common interests and goals.
Recommended solutions are being put forward to in government-industry collaborative councils for
advancement.
Collaborative development of a Trade Corridor plan for marine and surface transportation infrastructure is
one crucial area in which an overall single approach for initiating, approving and implementing projects
and new operations should be pursued.
Through the Leadership Council, industry representatives propose the fifteen solution directions given
above, and offer them as suggestions to focus the planning and execution of new initiatives.
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APPENDIX 1
WORKING GROUP PARTICIPANTS

Group: Container
Company
CANADIAN NATIONAL
CANADIAN PACIFIC
CANADIAN TIRE
CERES
HAPAG-LLOYD
HUDSON’S BAY
COMPANY
LOGISTEC

MAERSK
McKEIL MARINE
MONTREAL GATEWAY
MSC
OOCL
PORT OF MONTRÉAL
PORT OF QUÉBEC
PORT OF TORONTO
QUÉBEC STEVEDORING
ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY
TRANSPORT ROBERT

Participant
Marie-Thérèse
Houde
Claudio Minello
Gianni Piovesan
Jody Fitzpatrick
Neil McKenna
Ross Kenny
Holger Oetjen
Tony Benincasa
Frank Vannelli
David Cardin
(Group Chair)
Kurt Andersen
Marc Fournier
Michael Fratianni
Steve Campbell
David Watson
Jean-Luc Bédard
Patrick Robitaille
Lisa Raitt
John De Luca
Bruce Hodgson
Jean-Robert Lessard

Group: General cargo
Company
ALOUETTE
CANADIAN NATIONAL
CANADIAN PACIFIC
FEDNAV
GROUPE DESGAGNÉS
LOGISTEC
NOVOSTEEL
PORT OF MONTRÉAL
PORT OF SEPT-ÎLES
PORT OF THUNDER BAY
QUÉBEC STEVEDORING

Participant
François Giard
Pascal Ranger
Bruno Demers
Christopher Jones
Michel Tosini
Paul Côté
Daniel Falaise
Rodney Corrigan
(Group Chair)
Hani Matta
Pierre Gagnon
Tim Heney
Philip O’Brien
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ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY
TRANSPORT ROBERT
VALPORT
WIRTH STEEL

Bruce Hodgson
Jean-Robert Lessard
Frank Dunn
Richard Hastings

Group: Dry bulk
Company
ALOUETTE
ARCELOR-MITTAL
CANADA STEAMSHIP LINES
CANADIAN NATIONAL
CANADIAN PACIFIC
FASTFRATE
FEDNAV
GROUPE DESGAGNÉS
J. RICHARDSON
LOGISTEC
PORT OF MONTRÉAL
PORT OF QUÉBEC
PORT OF SEPT-ÎLES
PORT OF TROIS-RIVIÈRES
QUÉBEC CARTIER
QUÉBEC STEVEDORING
SEAWAY MARINE
TRANSPORT
SOMAVRAC
ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY
VALE INCO
VITERRA

Participant
François Giard
Pascal Ranger
Mike Kennedy
Dan McCarthy
Allen Foster
Christopher Jones
Mark Taddeo
Mark Pathy
(Group Chair)
Paul Côté
Gerry Heinrichs
George Di Sante
Jean-Luc Bédard
Patrick Robitaille
Pierre Gagnon
Raynald Ouellet
Jacques Paquin
Danny Labrie
Geoff Lemont
Dennis McPhee
Wayne Smith
Éric Boisvert
Pierre Cécile
Steven Douville
Dean McQueen

Group: Liquid bulk
Company
AIR CANADA
ALGOMA CENTRAL
CANADIAN NATIONAL
GROUPE DESGAGNÉS
IMPERIAL OIL
IMTT-QUÉBEC
PERSPECTIVES
MARITIMES
PETRO-CANADA
PETROLES NORCAN
PORT OF MONTRÉAL
SERVITANK

Participant
Paul Whitty
Greg Wight
Christian Barcelo
Rick Carson
Claude Pigeon
Marc Dulude
(Group Chair)
Alain Arsenault
Dave Zaludek
Rick Côté
Jean-Luc Bédard
Michael Lachance
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SHELL
ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY
ULTRAMAR
VALLEYTANK

Robert Houle
Pierre Cécile
Robert Creamer
Gérard Masson

APPENDIX 2
RAIL/ROAD GRADE SEPARATION PROJECTS PRESENTED BY RAILWAY
COMPANIES
Rail/road grade separation projects presented by Canadian National
Locations

Descriptions

Drummondville

Road-Rail Grade Separation at Laurier
Station
London ON - Road-Rail Grade
Separation at Hale & Trafalgar Street
Road-Rail Grade Separation at Bridge
Street

Dundas
Forfar Spur
(Port of
Montreal)
Kingston
Kingston
Kingston
Kingston
Oakville
St-Hyacinthe

Coteau QC - Road-Rail Grade
Separation Sauvé St. (Vernier)
Coteau QC - Road-Rail Grade
Separation Ste-Catherine St.
Terrasse-Vaudreuil QC - Road-Rail
rd
Grade Separation at 3 Avenue
Coteau-du-Lac QC - Road-Rail Grade
Separation Route 201
Road-Rail Grade Separation at King
Road
Longueuil QC - Road-Rail Grade
Separation at St-Georges St.

Total

Estimated
Cost
$5 M
$15M
$25 M
$5 M
$5 M
$40 M
$5 M
$14 M
$15 M
$129M

Rail/road grade separation projects presented by Canadian Pacific
Locations
Windsor, ON

Vaughan, ON

Les Cedres, PQ

Alliston, ON
Total

Descriptions
• Dougall Ave
• Howard Ave
• EC Rowe North Service Rd E
• Jefferson Bd
• Major Mackenzie Dr
• Nashville Rd.
• Rutherford Rd
• Hwy 20 Interchange
• CN Mainline
• Chemin St-Dominique
• 14th line (Industrial Parkway)
• 11th line

Estimated Cost
$45M for these four
grade separations

$40M for these three
grade separations
$53M

$12M
$150M
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